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ABSTRACT

Mapping of surficial deposits was undertaken in two areas of Graham Island to obtain

information on Quaternary geology and geomorphology, to investigate the distribution and origin

of naturally occurring slope instability, and to provide baseline environmental geology

information for resource users.

The study-areas were over-ridden by ice during the Fraser Glaciation but evidence of

earl ier glaciations was not found. A marine inundation in the isostatically depressed lowlands

which accompanied deglaciation occurred prior to 8,000 yr B.P. Widespread, Late Holocene

tectonic upl ift commenced approximately 5,000 yr B.P. and accounts for at least 18 m of

deformation. Frequent seismic activity in the area indicates that uplift probably continues.

Seven main surficial deposits are recognized. These include morainal, colluvial,

fluvial (alluvial), lacustrine, marine (estuarine and littoral), organic and bedrock materials.

Surficial materials are described according to their genesis, texture and surface expression and

modified according to the type of geomorphic process(es) acting upon them. A range of on-site

symbols are employed on the maps to show other geological data that are point observations or

linear features.

A combination of high rainfall, strong winds, rapid and deep weathering, bedrock and

Quaternary geology, and frequent earthquakes produce extremely active geomorphic processes

especially on slopes. Most active and most significant processes to resource management are

rockslides, debris-avalanches, debris-slides, snow avalanches and gullying. Each process is

considered in terms of its definition, identification origin and landuse implications.
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INTRODUCTION

Terrain mapping was undertaken in three areas on western Graham Island (Fig. 1) in

order to provide basel ine information on both surficial and environmental geology. The project

was initiated through concern shown by the British Col umbia Forest Service for slope stabil ity

problems in these areas. The potential effects of increased stream siltation and channel debris

resulting from accelerated 1andsliding and erosion in spawning areas of coho, pink and chum

salmon were an additional consideration to both the Forest Service and the Provincial Fish and

Wi 1dl i fe Branch.

The objectives of terrain inventory in the study area are to:

a. Provide information on the texture and surface expression of surficial

materials.

b. Investigate geomorphic processes and the surficial material/bedrock

conditions producing and enhancing slope instability and surface

erosion.

c. Produce maps delineating areas that are potentially sensitive to

logging or other resource-use activities.

This information can be employed in conjunction with other resource inventories to

determine optimal management practices in resource-use, especially timber harvesting. Thus, it

is not the intent of the authors to provide guidel ines for land-use practices nor to del imit

areas where any form of resource-use should be prohibited. Ultimately these decisions and

responsibilities lie with resource managers and resource specialists.

A more detailed examination of the influence of logging practices on slope stability

was undertaken by D. Wilford, British Columbia Forest Service, Research Division, in conjunction

with our inventory in the Rennell Sound area. The experimental project (EP 782) is entitled

"Investigations of soil mass movement in the Renne11 Sound area, Queen Charlotte Islands, British

Col umbia". This project is a valuable complement to our own investigation of naturally occurring

mass movements in that area.

Duri ng the operat i on of both the above proj ects, it became ev i dent that a data

collection card for factors causing slope instabil ity in the Queen Charlottes was essential.

Participants involved in the production of the card incl uded D. Wilford and E. Baker from the

British Columbia Forest Service, W. Bourgeois (MacMillan Bloedel Limited), and N.F. Alley, A.N.

Boydell and R. Bennett from the Resource Analysis Branch. The appl ication of the data card by

various agencies working on environmental inventory in the Queen Charlottes is presently being

directed by British Col umbia Forest Service personnel in the Pri nce Rupert Forestry Di stri ct.

The data collected over the course of these and future inventories will be assimilated and

analyzed by D. Wilford to aid in the determination and prediction of inherently unstable areas in

other parts of the Queen Charlottes.
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CHAPTER 1

STUDY METHODS

Terminology and symbols used in this report and accompanying maps are those emrloyed by

the Terrain Classification System (E.L.U.C. Secretariat, 1976). In addition, it has been

necessary to create symbols depicting geomorphic features which are not defined in the
cl assification.

Sources of other techni ca1 data used in the report are referenced throughout the text.
Bedrock informaion was taken from the comprehensive report of Sutherland Brown (1968), and the

climatic/vegetation data from Calder and Taylor (1968).

AIR PHOTO INTERPRETATION AND MAPPING RELIABILITY

Air photo interpretation of terrain was completed on 1:60,000 black and white
photographs prior to the 1975 field season. Wherever possible, texture and surface expression of
surficial materials were interpreted from the aerial photographs. Particular attention was given
to areas affected by modifying processes, slope failures, gullies and avalanche tracks, all of

which are indicators of slope instability.

On-site symbols were used to depict a variety of geomorphic and geologic features not
readily shown as terrain units since they were either too small, or linear features, or simply

point observations (Figs. 11a and lIb).

In order to satisfy a variety of needs ranging from landuse planning to detailed
planning for road engineering works, the detail of mapping was greater than the 1:50,000
reconnaissance inventory. This does not imply that the level of mapping rel iabil ity is higher
than the latter, rather accuracy is governed by accessibility, amount of forest cover, knowledge

concerning glacial and Quaternary geology, and time spent on the project.

Reliability of mapping also varies according to the data mapped. Where the reliance on

interpretation and inference is high, as in the decision on what components constitute the

terrain unit and where unit boundaries should be placed, accuracy is correspondingly low.
However, reliability is high for the mapping of site-specific data such as slope failures,

landslide scars and melt-water channels.

It should be noted that the inventory scale used in the mapping has limitations
relative to use as an operational planning tool. For example, small rock benches or other
inclusions in a terrain unit may actually enhance road construction but cannot be identified at

this scale of mapping. At this level of .use, the mapping serves only as a general guideline and
thus site specific investigations become necessary.

FIELD INVESTIGATIONS

A total of two weeks were spent in the field during June, 1975, and October, 1976,
checking the air photo interpretation and gathering geological data. Ground access via roads is
limited to the coast at Rennell Sound and a single mainline logging road with minor spur roads in
the Eden Lake area (Fig. 2). All of the northwest part of the study-area is devoid of roads.
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A three-day helicopter survey was carried out during 1976; one day was spent in Rennell

Sound and two days were spent in the northwest sector of the island working out of Eden Lake

camp. Bad weather precl uded hel icopter survey in 1975. In view of the thick forest cover,

rugged terrain and the paucity of landing sites the hel icopter survey proved ineffective in

determining the character of terrain units. Landings were restricted to open peat bogs in the

subalpine zone or in lower, gentler terrain, to the bare alpine terrain, and the coast.

Postglacial colluvial processes have strongly modified the upper few metres or more of the

surficial sediments. Thus, at many of the helicopter landing sites it was impossible to dig down

into the original parent material or to determine its original character. However, the

hel icopter survey was very useful in undertaking spot checking and observations of site specific

features, especially slope failures.

A variety of data were collected at the ground stops, including details of the

character of unconsol idated material s and bedrock, activity of geomorphic processes (especially

factors affecting slope instability, including bedrock jointings, degree of weathering, texture,

seepage, slope and unconformities), Quaternary stratigraphy, topography and vegetation. Slope

was measured with the aid of a Suunto cl inometer. The locations of the data collection points

and numerous other less detailed observations that were taken in the course of the hel icopter

traverses are shown in Figures 2, 11a and lIb.

Due to problems of transport, no samples were taken for lithological, textural and

other engineering analyses. A 1imited number of samples were taken for radiocarbon dating and

fossil analysis in an effort to determine the chronology and character of postglacial marine

inundation and later tectonic events.

PUBLI CATION

The results of the air-photo interpretation and field checking were used to produce

three maps showing:

a. Terrain units;

b. On-site symbols for site specific information;

c. Slope hazard areas.

Publ ication scal e is 1: 50,000 and a detail ed legend is attached to each map.

Information contained in this report is not an explanation of the maps since the latter

are adequately covered by their own legends. Rather the report is a synthesis of the

distribution of terrain units and an account of information not contained on the maps, such as

the character of the physical environment and interpretations made on surficial materials and

geomorphic hazards.
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CHAPTER 2

PHYSICAl ENVIRONMENT

In many respects the Queen Charlotte Islands offer the extremes in coastal

environmental conditions. It is probably for this reason that the rate and operation of

geomorphi c processes is hi gh. The fo 11 owi ng section is an account of the components of the

physical environment that promote this activity and induce slope instability, and a discussion of

the events leading to the present distribution of surficial materials.

PHYSIOGRAPHY

Graham Island is divided into three major physiographic units (Fig. 1) comprising of,

the Queen Charlotte Ranges in the southwest, the Skidegate Plateau forming the central axis, and'

the Queen Charlotte Lowlands in the northeastern sector. Only the plateau and lowlands lie

within the map-areas.

The Skidegate Plateau surface is underlain mainly by gently dipping or flat lying lavas

of Early Tertiary age, although older rocks occur in the southern part of the map-area (see

below, BEDROCK GEOLOGY). The pl ateau surface has been di ssected by gl aci a1 and stream eros i on

resulting in flat-topped ridges separated by deep valleys (Fig. 3). Over most of the area the

Figure 3. Gently undulating surface of Skidegate Plateau truncating beds of
the Masset Formation. The latter dip gently down to the right; erosion of the
beds has formed a flight of structural terraces sloping in the same direction.
Topography on which helicopter rests is subject to nivation, solifluction and
cryoturbation. Uplands between Tartu and Seal Inlets.



SOURCE: NTS 103 F, 1:250,000
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Figure 4. Map showing rectangular drainage pattern (inset map) developed as a
result of glacial and fluvial erosion along major joints and lineaments in
essentially level bedded Masset Formation.
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surface elevation is approximately 600 m but falls to 450 m near the boundary with the lowlands

and rises to a maximum of nearly 800 m in the west. The general northeast slope of the plateau

surface may in part reflect the dip of the Tertiary lavas from their probable vent at the head of

Tartu Inlet (Fiq. 3; Sutherland Brown, 1966), whereas part may represent a pre-Pleistocene

eros i on surface. In the southwest, Sk i degate Pl atea u termi nates along the shores of Renne11

Sound in a very steep slope which is bel ieved to be a faultl ine scarp associated with the

Louscoone-Rennell Fault system (Sutherland Brown, 1968).

Although the Queen Charlotte Lowland unit forms the largest part of Graham Island, it

includes only the eastern portion of the northern map-area. The lowland surface lies largely

below 150 m elevation, but rises gradually northwestwards from Masset Sound to approximately 300

m. Like the Skidegate Plateau, the lowland is underl ain by Early Tertiary lavas, except in the

north where sedimentary rocks occur.

Structures in the bedrock such as joints and faults have exerted considerable control

over the course of erosion. As a consequence drainage patterns may be rectangular or trellised

(Fig. 4). Undoubtedly, the orientation of larger lakes and fiords resulted from glacial scouring

of maj or j oi nts and faults. Bedrock structures al so i nfl uence the development of some of the

minor sculptural elements of the relief. For example, erosion of vertical joints and

subhorizontal bedding planes has largely resulted in the present angular configuration of the

coast and the broad wave-cut benches which characteri ze the western coastl ine (Fig. 5). In the

Figure 5. Angular configuration of coastline and broad wave-cut platform
resulting from erosion along joints and bedding planes in the Masset
Formation. Details of joint-controlled erosion can be observed in foreground;
beds dip seaward at 3°. Frederick Island in the background.

uplands, differential erosion of gently dipping lavas has formed prominent structural terraces

(Fig. 3).
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Glaciation has caused widespread derangement of drainage by differentially scouring

bedrock and dumping glacial materials over the landscape. As a consequence of drainage being

impeded, large areas of the plateau surface, the lowlands and many valley bottoms are now

characterized by muskeg, swamps and numerous small lakes (Fig. 6).

Figure 6. Small lakes, bogs, peaty terrain and generally deranged drainage
resulting from glacial erosion and deposition. Main stream is Jalun River.
Source, airphoto BC 5630-149.

CLIMATE AND VEGETATION

The Queen Charlotte Islands are characterized by cool summers and mild winters. Cloudy

skies, long and intense periods of rain and strong winds frequently occur. Annual precipitation
generally exceeds 1,000-1,250 mm but some of the western slopes may receive as much as

5,000-7,600 mm per year. Winter snow is usually confined to the mountains above the 600 m level
and is ephemeral at sea level.

Frequency of winds in the Queen Charlottes is one of the highest in Canada; the islands
are one of the few areas in Canada where maximum recorded wind gusts exceed 190 km/hr. The

probability of the occurrence of destructive winds is greater in the Queen Charlottes than most
places in Canada.
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The Skidegate Plateau is the most productive and heavily timbered area of Graham

Island. Sitka spruce (Picen. 6i.tcheYll>i6), western hemlock (T6uga heteJtophyUa) and western red

cedar (Thuja plicata) are the mai n forest types. Mountai n hemlock (T6uga meJtteYll>iana) and yellow

cedar IChamaecypaJr.i6 nootkateYll>i6J are abundant in subalpine areas. Probably the dominant

deciduous species is red alder IAf.nU6 Itublta), colonizing avalanche and landslide tracks, moist

sites in second growth and ~long stream banks. In the northern part of the plateau, upland

surfaces tend to be covered with 1arge areas of peat and moss, suba1pi ne meadow and stunted

transitional types of vegetation.

By way of contrast, the Queen Charlotte Lowlands are poor in commercial timber~ They

are characterized by thick, poorly drained organic blankets colonized by stunted spruce and

scrubby lodgepole pine IPinU6 cOJU:oltta). Only on well drained slopes and along river valleys do

the forest species approach that of the adjoining plateau.



CHAPTER 3

GEOLOGY

BEDROCK GEOLOGY

The details of the bedrock geology are outlined in the reports of Sutherland Brown

(1966, 1968). Only the information relating to the surficial deposits and affecting the course

of geomorphic activity are discussed below. The distribution of the various bedrock units for

Graham Island and for the map-areas is shown on Figure 7. Rock lithologies and stratigraphic

relationships are sUillTlarized in Table I, and shown in diagranmatic cross-sections (Fig. 8).

Millar outcrops of other rocks occur along the northwestern shore1 ine but since these have no

bearing on slope stability and are of such localized extent, they are not discussed below nor are

they shown on Figure 8.

Rocks of the Masset Formation are the most common types in the map-areas and are an

important contributor to slope failures. This formation is characterized by well developed

vertical and horizontal sets of joints especially in the case of the columnar basalt members. As

a consequence the rock unit is highly permeable and permits moisture to percolate to great depths

thus enhancing not only surficial but also subsurface weathering.

Sutherland Brown (1968) subdivides the Masset Formation into three facies named Tartu

Inlet (columnar basalts, basalt breccias, and rhyolitic ash flows), Kootenay Inlet (welded

rhyo1 ite tuff breccias and rhyo1 ites) , and Dana Inlet (pyroclastic breccias), of which probably

only the Tartu facies occur in the map-areas. Weathering of beds of rhyo1 itic ash flow tuff

intercalated with Tartu Inlet basalts may be an important factor contributing to the deep-seated

rock fail ures that are so characteri st ic of the northwestern part of Graham Island (see below,

GEOMORPHIC PROCESSES).

Apart from a granitic pluton forming Pivot Mountain, only limited exposures of other

rock types occur, and these are essentially confined to Rennell Sound area (Fig. 7). Although

details of weathering and erosion of these rocks are discussed below (Chapter 5), it is worth

comment i ng here on the i nfl uence of di fferent rock pro pert i es on the character of the weatheri ng.

For example, volcanic rocks of Yakoun Formation in the study area are heavily jointed

and strongly fissured. This has facilitated deep penetration of groundwater, promoting

weatheri ng both to consi derab1e depths and generally throughout the rock mass. Exposures along

the road from Phantom Creek in Renne11 Sound reveal that spheroi da 1 weatheri ng of thi s well

j oi nted rock produces corestones to a depth of a 1east 10 m. As a consequence of these

weatheri ng characteri st i cs in conj unct i on with other envi ronmenta1 factors (see below) thi srock

unit in the study-areas probably is inherently unstable and has low resistance to surface

erosion. However, in other parts of Graham Island the unit may be relatively stable (W.W.

Bourgeoi s, pe.M. c.omm., 1977).

Sedimentary rocks in the area are essentially confined to the eastern coastal slope of

Shields Bay (Kunga Formation) and the upper reaches of Phantom Creek (Longarm Formation). Kunga

Formation rocks, where exposed along the coast, display little weathering apart from superficial

physical disintegration. However, it is well jointed and facilitates deep gullying. Rocks of

Longarm Formation type are not accessible by road so it was not possible to make observations on

this unit. However, air photo interpretation indicates that it must weather significantly to
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Figure 7. Generalized bedrock geology of Queen Charlotte Islands.
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TABLE 1

LITHOLOGY AND AGE OF MAJOR BEDROCK UNITS OCCURRING IN THE MAP-AREAS
Modified after Sutherland Brown (1968).

STRATIFIED ROCKS

EARLY TERTIARY (PALAEOCENE - EOCENE?)

Masset Formation

Subaerial basalt flows and breccias, rhyolites, rhyolite ash flow tuffs, minor dacites.

CRETACEOUS

Longarm Formation

Dark grey calcareous siltstone, greywacke, conglomerate, and minor volcanic rocks.

JURASSIC

Yakoun Formation

Porphyritic andesite agglomerates and flows; calcareous scoriaceous lapilli tuffs;

volcanic sandstone and conglomerate; minor tuffaceous shale, and coal.

Maude Formation

Grey blocky argillite and shale; lithic sandstone.

JURASSIC AND TRIASSIC

Kunga Formation and other undi vi ded 1imestone members.

Massive grey limestone, flaggy black limestone and argillite.

TRIASSIC

Karmutsen Formation

Basalt flows, pillow lavas, pillow breccia and tuff; minor limestone, volcanic sand

stone and shale.

PLUTONIC ROCKS

CRETACEOUS AND TERTIARY
Dominantly quartz monzonite, granite, granodiorite, quartz diorite.

JURASSIC
Hornblende diorite and quartz diorite.
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promote the gullying and debris-slides that are characteristic of the steep slopes developed in

rocks of the formation.

Plutonic rocks are of only very localized significance (Fig. 7). Dioritic rocks

underl ie an area of low rel ief in the lower reaches of Bonanza and Riley Creeks and extend for

some B km further ~lestwards along the coast. However, weathering of the Cretaceous and/or

Tertiary plutons occurring on the western flank of the middle reaches of Riley Creek and forming

Pivot Mountain have produced conditions promoting both deep-seated and superficial slope

failures, and surface erosion (gullying).

The Riley Creek pluton consists of medium to coarse-grained granodiorite vtlich is

disaggregating rapidly to form a coarse-grained mantle (gruss) that is low in clay content. As a

consequence the residual deposit has little cohesive strength and is easily eroded. Pivot

Mountain diorite is well jointed and is divided up into a series of large blocks by sets of

intersecting master joints which have to some extent influenced the course of ~athering and

erosion. Whether differential weathering of these joints is one of the prime causes producing a

huge rock failure on the north flank of the mountain is not known. The failure exceeds 2 km2 in

area and is the 1argest in the study-areas. Perhaps some change in 1ithol ogy with depth al so

contributes to the structural ~akness of the mountain. Certainly some lower parts of the

northern escarpment produce except i ona lly fi ne-gra i ned weathered detritus not characteri st ic of

the upper slopes of the mountain.

Details of the ways in which bedrock affects geomorphic processes, in particular slope

failures, is discussed in a later section. Physical properties of the bedrock ~so influence the

lithology of some surficial material~ and the surface expression of the landsurface. These are

considered in the section on SUR~ICIAL MATERIALS.

SEISMIC ACTIVITY

The Queen Charlotte Islands are situated in the most seismically active area in

Canada. The high incidence of earthquakes is related to earth movements along the Queen

Charlotte Fault (Figs. 7 and 9) which forms part of the circum-Pacific belt of earthquake

activity (Milne, 1976; Riddihough and H~ndJ1lan, 1976).

Duri ng the 76 year peri od from 1899 to 1974 i ncl usi ve, there were 1268 earthquakes

recorded by seismic means for Graham Island (reference point located at 53° 30' N Lat., 132° 32'

W Long.; Fig. 9). Shaking produced by 41 of these earthquakes was significant enough to have

been felt by human beings (Rogers, peJl.6. c.omm., 1977; Table 2 and Fig. 9). Of these 41

earthquakes, one is regarded as a great earthquake (magnitude on the Richter scal e ~8), six as

major (magnitude between 7 and 8), thirty-one as economically important (magnitude 5 to 7) and

three are less than magnitude 4 (Whitham e;t a£.., 1970; Rogers, peJl.6. c.omm., 1977). The great

earthquake occurred on August 22, 1949, at 53° 45' N Lat. and 133° 15' W Long. (Fig. 9) and had a

magnitude of 8.0 on the Richter scale and an intensity of IX on the Mercalli scale (Appendix I).

This is one of the strongest earthquakes felt in Canada, comparable in magnitude with the 1964

Anchorage event (magnitude 8.6) and far exceeding the magnitude of the destructive quake during

1971 which occurred in the San Fernando Valley (magnitude 6.6).

This seismic activity undoubtedly has considerable influence on slope stabil ity in the

Queen Charlottes, especially since stress in other environmental conditions al so prevail shere.

Indeed, the authors bel ieve that earthquakes act as a major triggering factor for most of the
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TABLE 2

Earthquakes which reached an intensity of II or greater between 1899 and 1974 which may have been
felt at Reference Location 530 30' N, 1320 30' Won Graham Island. Source: Rogers, G.C., 1977,
pekh. Qomm. (Victoria Geophysical Observatory). See Figure 9.

Map
Reference Year Latitude Lonqitude Distance Magnitude Intensity

Number Degrees Minutes Degrees Mi nutes Miles Kms. (Richter) (Mercalli)

1 1912 51 00 131 00 183 296 6.5 III2 1918 50 15 126 50 364 587 7.0 I I
3 1920 50 50 129 50 243 391 6.4 I I
4 1921 53 20 134 10 53 86 6.5 VI
5 1921 53 20 134 10 53 86 5.0 III
6 1923 53 00 131 00 70 114 5.0 II
7 1927 57 50 137 00 327 527 7.1 III
8 1929 51 50 134 15 156 251 6.1 III
9 1929 53 20 129 50 133 214 7.0 V

10 1936 53 30 132 00 55 89 6.0 V
11 1936 53 30 132 00 55 89 5.0 III
12 1938 53 00 132 10 64 103 6.3 V13 1938 53 00 132 10 64 103 5.2 I I I14 1940 54 00 134 00 70 113 5.5 III15 1944 51 30 131 10 195 313 6.2 II16 1945 54 30 132 10 32 51 6.2 VII17 1946 50 30 125 30 409 658 7.3 I I I18 1948 54 30 132 10 32 51 6.5 VII19 1949 54 15 133 25 35 56 8.0 IX20 1949 54 20 133 20 35 56 5.0 IV21 1949 53 00 132 10 64 103 5.0 III22 1949 53 00 132 10 64 103 5.5 IV23 1949 53 00 132 10 64 103 6.4 V24 1949 53 00 132 10 64 103 5.5 IV25 1949 53 00 132 10 64 103 5.0 III26 1949 54 20 133 20 35 56 5.5 IV27 1949 56 00 136 00 221 357 6.7 III28 1950 54 50 134 50 106 171 5.5 I I29 1954 54 50 132 50 69 111 5.0 II30 1956 52 10 131 40 132 213 6.8 V31 1956 54 50 134 00 92 148 6.5 V32 1956 52 20 129 20 181 291 6.7 IV33 1958 59 00 137 10 394 634 7.9 IV34 1959 52 20 130 30 140 226 5.7 II35 1960 53 00 133 00 40 64 4.5 III36 1966 54 10 134 00 61 98 5.0 III37 1970 53 30 132 30 16 26 4.0 IV38 1970 52 14 131 00 136 220 7.0 V39 1971 50 56 130 30 231 370 6.4 II40 1971 55 20 134 00 88 141 5.3 II41 1973 54 27 133 07 34 55 4.0 II
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bedrock sl ides and many of the debris-avalanches and debris-sl ides observed in the study-areas

(see below, GEOMORPHIC PROCESSES).

QUATERNARY GEOLOGY

The i nfl uence of the Pl ei stocene gl aci ers and the fragmentary record of Quaternary

events in the Queen Charlottes, has been discussed by Sutherland Brown and Nasmith (1962) and

Sutherland Brown (1968). Our findings support their conclusions.

Evidence of glaciation is everywhere in the form of cirques, catenary valleys, horns,

JtOdle6 mouton.neCJ.>, drumlins, flutings, striae and a variety of glacial and fluvioglacial

deposits. However, because of the high precipitation and intensity of geomorphic processes,

glacial deposits are not well preserved on steep valley sides or in the subalpine and above.

1. Pleistocene geology and geomorphology

As yet no attempt has been made to determi ne detai 1s of the Quaternary history of the

Queen Charlotte Islands. Present available information derives from observations incidental to

studies of the bedrock and from the meagre study undertaken by the authors. Stratigraphic

evidence of Pleistocene events is not well preserved, probably largely as a result of the steep,

rugged terrain and narrow valleys. A partial record of events has been uncovered by Sutherland

Brown (1968) along the northeast coast of Graham Isl and and by the present authors in the Naden

Harbour area.

At present there is clear evidence of only one major glaciation, the Fraser Glaciation,

or the 1ast 1arge Cord ill eran ice-mass to cover most of Bri t i sh Col umbi a. At some sites,

non-glacial deposits underlie till of the Fraser Glaciation. These occur sporadically along the

northeastern coast of Graham Is 1and (Sutherl and Brown, 1968) and at a few sites in the Naden

Harbour area. The pre-till deposits along the coast vary between stony marine muds and

cross-bedded sands, whereas in the Naden Harbour lowland, they consist of poorly stratified and

partly stony lacustrine silts and clays or cross-bedded sands and fine gravels. These deposits

suggest a complex geological history prior to the advent of Fraser ice, but since little is known

about the sediments no further conclusions can be drawn from them.

During the Fraser Glaciation, glaciers grew in the Queen Charlotte Ranges, eventually

forming an ice-cap more than 900 m in thickness through I'kiich some peaks projected as nunataks

(Sutherland Brown, 1968; Sutherland Brown and Nasmith, 1962). Ice flowed outwards from the

ranges, coal esci ng with the rnai nl and Cord ill eran ice-sheet and fl owi ng around the southern and

northern extremities of the islands (Fig. 10). It was during this phase that the till masking

the landsurface in many areas today was deposited.

Stagnation of the ice-mass was probably contemporaneous with commencement of melting of

Fraser ice in southwestern British Col umbia some 12-14,000 years ago. Ice eventually thinned

down to a large mass on the eastern lowland where extensive fluvio-glacial deposits formed.

Lakes must also have formed around the ice, since broad areas of glacio-lacustrine clays and

silts overlying Fraser till crop out around the Naden Harbour lowland (Fig. 16). No evidence of

the deglaciation history was encountered in other parts of the study-areas.
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2. Late Pleistocene and Holocene geology and geomorphology

The weight of Fraser ice was sufficient to isostatically depress part of the

landsurface below present sea level, although by how much is unknown. Before the last remnants

of ice had melted and before the land could rebound to its former position, sea water inundated

parts of the coastal lowlands. The maximum limits of the inundation are shown in Figures lla and

lIb and the character of the sediments in Figures 15 and 16.

On the west coast, the marine transgression tongued up valleys forming wave-cut bluffs

and depositing fossiliferous marine silts, sands and gravel up to 1 km inland in Haines River

valley (Figs. lIb and 12). Where the coast is steeper the transgression may have extended only

300 to 500 m up valleys (Fig. 13). The maximum elevation for these deposits and features is

about 15 m, although at least three separate terraces representing three later and lower stands

of the sea occur at approximately 6, 9 and 12 m above sea level. However, the 12 m level is the

best developed and most wi de1y occurri ng of the terraces on the west coast. The lower terraces

may be related to Late Holocene higher sea levels.

Figure 12. Large shells exposed
in med i um to coarse mari ne
sands, about 2 km inl and
upvalley along Haines River.
Shells include large clams,
musse1ls, barnacles and numerous
other types. One sample of
shell s dated at 8,840 + 90 yr
B.P. (GSC-2534). LocatTon QC28
on Figure llb.

In the Naden Harbour lowland the late Pleistocene marine transgression led to the

deposition of richly fossil iferous estuarine muds. These are well exposed in the banks of

Lignite Creek up to a 1 km inland and 10 m above sea level (Fig. 14). Wood recovered from the

mud produced a radiocarbon date of 8,500 .:!:. 80 yr B.P. (GSC-2443) thus indicating an Early
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Figure 13. Marine platform overlain by shoreline sands and sandy gravels
immediately south of Gregory Creek (see also Fig. 24). Relict sea cliffs are
arrowed and approximate position of former shoreline shown by broken line.

Holocene age. Thick beds of shells and well-sorted beach gravels cap the upper parts of former

strandl ines at approximately 12 m, 15 m and 18 m above sea level around Fraser, Kunlana and

Col nett Points and at various other places around southwestern Naden Harbour. As on the west

coast the 12 m shoreline occurs the most frequently and is 'the best developed. It can also be

traced to the mouth of Naden Harbour, then eastwards along the coast to Masset where it becomes

a very prominent coastal bench extending almost to Rose Spit. Radiocarbon dates obtained on

shells from the 15 m and 18 m shorelines are approximately 4,500 (1-9169) and 5,000 (1-9170)

years ago, indicating that the sediments are Late Holocene. The complex history of these

shorelines is the subject of a separate study by the authors.

The age of the shorelines indicates that they were not lifted to their present

positions by late Pleistocene - Early Holocene isostatic rebound; since this is believed to have

been completed by 8,000 years ago in British Columbia (Mathews e;t a£.., 1970). If tectonism is

responsible for the upl itt, then there has been at least 15 to 18 m of upl ift in some parts of

Graham Island in only the last 5,000 years and 12-15 m in the last 4,500 years in the Naden

Harbour lowland. Since the shorelines along the west coast are most likely correlative with

those in Naden Harbour, Late Holocene tectonism has probably affected all of northwestern Graham

Island. The rapidity of this upl itt and the history of recent seismicity serve to demonstrate

the tectonic instability of the area. Although it is impossible to determine the influence this

has had, and still has, on slope failures, it can be inferred that it is considerable.

Melting of the Fraser ice-mass also meant that the landsurface came under the influence

of a vari ety of geomorphi c processes. Probably the most acti ve areas have been the hi 11 slopes.

Here slopewash, avalanching, slope failures, soil creep, biotic action, frost weathering and soil

formation have been modifying the unconsolidated glacial materials and the bedrock constituting

the slopes. In the alpine/subalpine zone cryonival processes, including solifluction, nivation,

cryoturbation and frost weathering dominate.
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'Figure 14. At least 4 m of
fossiliferous marine muds (A)
overl ain by 2 m of gravel (B)
and 1 m of fluvial sand, silt
and gravel (C), exposed in
Lignite Creek (see location QC27
on Figure llb). Muds contain a
variety of shells, wood, cones,
seeds and conifer needles. The
wood has been dated at 8,500 +
80 yr B.P. (GSC-2443).

Together these processes have severely modified the original character of the surficial

materials, or removed them entirely from the slopes to affect the bedrock. Deep soils are common
and colluvium is widespread, even on the gentlest slopes.

In the valley bottoms alluvial processes have dominated. Materials eroded from the

slopes have been deposited in fans, or transported by larger streams to be deposited along the
floodplains or as deltas along the coast or in lakes. Some of the deeper valley fills such as
found in Haines River were probably deposited when sea level stood higher during the Holocene.

The accumulation of organic sediment either as growth of mosses or through deposition
of organic detritus in hollows is ubiquitous. Organic materials are widespread on the

gently undulating surfaces of the Skidegate Plateau and Queen Charlotte Lowland. They also occur
in the broader valley bottoms and on the coastal lowlands. Even hillslopes are affected, and it

is not uncommon to find peat developing on hillsides exceeding 20° in slope (see below, ORGANIC).



CHAPTER 4

SURFICIAL MATERiAlS

The following section deals with the general characteristics of the surficial materials

not shown on the legends in Figures 15 and 16. It includes an examination of the physical

characteristics, such as lithology, texture, weathering, form and distribution of surficial
materials, and an account of observations made on their instabil ity and/or erosion potential.

Texturing was undertaken by hand and pebble lithologies were identified by visual inspection in

the field.

Seven surficial materials are

marine and organic deposits and bedrock.

TeNtcUYl CtMl.>'<'6-<-c.a.;UOYl Slfl.>:tem, or where
Terms.

MORAINAL

described: morainal, colluvial, fluvial, lacustrine,
The definitions related to these materials are from the
these are lacking, from the Dictionary of Geological

Clean exposures of till (moraine) measuring more than a few metres in depth are rare or

are shortl ived when exposures are made. Observations on lithology and texture were confined to

fresh road cuts in the Renne 11 Sound and Eden Lake - Naden Harbour areas, or to a few active

river banks. Depth and degree for alteration of the upper zone of till is great and prohibits

the determi nat i on of texture and 1ithol ogy of ti 11 by ground surveys away from roads and from
helicopter landing points.

Unweathered till is blue-grey in colour and consists of a dominantly silty to
sandy-fine matrix containing a subordinate proportion of gravel sized clasts. In actuality fresh

till is rarely exposed, even in deep road cuts. Usually it is the buff coloured weathered zone
of the Fraser till that can be seen along road sides. The contact between weathered and fresh

till (that is, the weathering front) is abrupt but quite irregular in form (Fig. 17). Texture of

the matrix of weathered till is variable, though always coarser than fresh till, and generally

ranges from a gravelly sand to gravelly silt.

Weathered till is characterized by major joints and fissures parallel to the slope
which probably formed by masses of till slipping down-slope to more stable positions soon after
deposition, although some movement undoubtedly still continues.

Bedrock exerts an obvious influence over texture and lithology of till. Over the large
area covered by Masset Formation rocks, pebble lithologies are dominated by volcanic rocks with

a lesser proportion of other rock types (including plutonic types), whereas texture of till tends

to be dominantly silty or coarser. An exception to the latter is the clayey till in the Eden

Lake - Naden Harbour lowland. This anomaly probably results from the silty clay lacustrine beds
which underlie till in parts of this area and which must have been eroded and incorporated into

till during the Fraser Glaciation.

In the Rennell Sound area where bedrock lithologies are more diverse, pebbles of
Masset Formation are subordi nate to the bul k of other rock types. However, at no site in
Rennell Sound was any single rock type seen to dominate the pebble lithology of till, even where

till overlies p~utonic rocks in the lower reaches of Riley Creek. Texture of till in Rennell
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Figure 17. Irregular weathering
front (dashed line) in till
exposed in road cut along
Bonanza Creek (see location QC20
on Figure lla) •. Weathered till
is a buff coloured si lty gravel
whereas unweathered till is a
blue-grey finer textured deposit.

Sound tends towards silt or clayey-silt, probably because of the presence of fine-grained bedrock

both here and in the adjacent areas to the east and south.

Till in the study-areas occurs as veneers and blankets generally mantling the lowlands,

plateau surface, valley bottoms and the middle-lower segments of slopes. The only known

occurrence of till with its own constructional form is the small area of hurrrnocky and level

moraine in the lower reaches of Riley Creek. Ti 11 is uncorrrnon above 365 m and virtually absent

above 460 m a.s.l. (Figs. 15 and 16).

Fresh till under natural conditions and even on steep slopes is probably not inclined

to fail. On the other hand, as a result of its lack of cohesion and increased permeability,

weathered till corrrnonly fails. Failure or shearing may occur along joints oriented sub-parallel

to the slope or along the weathering front. On account of its generally low permeability till is

easily eroded by surface-runoff, and bl ankets are usua.lly characteri zed by deep gull ies.

COLLUVIAL

Coll uvium is the most widespread of all surficial materials in the study-areas. Its

lithology and texture are obviously strongly influenced by the parent material from which it was

derived. Bedrock and, to a lesser extent, till are the major contributors to colluvium. Where

derived from bedrock, colluvium has a rubbly texture and consists almost entirely of clasts of

the same rock type; clasts are typically angular to subangular since they have not moved far from
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unconsolidated materials)

those found in the ti 11.
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However, where colluvium is derived from till (or other gravelly

its texture is much finer and pebble lithologies are as diverse as

Colluvium derived from bedrock along the upper parts of valley sides

Figure 18. Section in colluvial
fan, Bonanza Creek (see location
QC21 on Figure 11a). Dominantly
angular to subrounded, massive,
rubble containing lenses of sand
and silt. Larger clasts are
mainly comprised of diorite,
quartz diorite and volcanic rock
lithologies.

commonly overlies till lower downslope (Fig. 19). The latter type of colluvium may also contain

abundant rounded pebbles of diverse lithologies and a fine matrix derived from till originally

mantling the middle-upper sections of slopes.

Colluvium occurs most frequently as veneers and/or blankets mantling steep terrain

along upper segments of slopes and ridgetops, although it is also often encountered lower in the

landscape and even on gentle slopes where it often overlies till. Blocky and/or rubbly colluvial

fans and aprons are common along the footslopes of steep rock escarpments at any elevation.

Unfortunately the silt and sand content of many of the rubbly fans may restrict the use of the

material in road building (Fig. 18). In a few localities rockslides have produced large areas

of hummocks and ridges of blocky to rubbly colluvium (Fig. 20). Only a few mountain tops east of

Tartu and Seal Inlets are high enough to fall within the alpine/subalpine zone. A few small

units in these areas consist of minor lobes and terraces (solifluction) of rubbly colluvium (Fig.

21) •

The abundance of colluvium in the map-areas is a reflection of the intense activity of

weatheri ng and mass-wastage processes of whi ch soil creep and slope fail ures are probably the
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Figure 19. Colluvium overlying till in road exposure, northeast coastal slope
of Shields Bay (Branch Road 6-1); contact between the two deposits is arrowed.

Figure 20. Large blocks of rock forming hUl11110cks and ridges in a rocksl ide on
the northern flank of Pivot Mountain. Approximate area of part of this slide
is outlined by the broken line.
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most important. This abundance and the prevalence of the processes which produced it serve as a

constant reminder of the inherent instability of the terrain in the map-areas.

Figure 21. Solifluction lobes and terraces in the alpine zone between Tartu
and Seal Inlets; the process is associated with nivation and cryoturbation.
Helicopter in upper right provides scale (arrowed).

FLUVIAL (ALLUVIAL)

Texture and lithology of these materials are highly variable. In the valley bottoms of
t he northwestern map-a rea and Naden Ha rbour coastal 1owl ands, all uv i a1 sed iments are genera 11 y
silty to sandy with minor gravel inclusions. Within a few kilometres of the coast the alluvial

sediments may overlie marine beds. Fluvial deposits are also commonly fine in segments of
valleys where stream gradients are low, such as upstream from Eden and Jalun Lakes. In all these
areas the finer textured materials may be underlain by gravel, or may occur in association with
organic sediments.

Fl uvial deposits are invariably gravelly in the middle-upper reaches of valleys where
gradients are high, valley bottoms are narrow and valley sides steep. In these areas the
floodplain sediments merge laterally with gravelly alluvial fans growing out of minor tributary
valleys, creeks and gullies. Floodplain deposits are often absent from upper or narrow reaches
of valleys and alluvial and/or colluvial fans may slope up directly from narrow stream beds. The
latter are usually choked with coarse gravel and boulders.

The di vers i ty of rock types encountered in fl uv i a1 depos its is a refl ect i on of a wi de
range of parent materials occurring in the drainage basins. However, pebble lithologies in many
tributaries and fans may be very homogeneous, particularly where a single bedrock type underlies
that portion of the drainage basin.
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River terraces are rare in the study-areas, and absent along roost streams.

low, narrow terrace, which is not significant at this scale of mapping, occurs

lowermost reaches of several valleys, e.g. Lignite and Gregory Creeks.

A single

along the

Glaciofluvial deposits were not observed in the study-areas, although extensive areas

of these deposits occur on the Queen Charlotte Lowland to the east and southeast of Naden Harbour

(see Pleistocene geology). This circumstance and the lack of suitable river terrace gravels

severely limits availability of good road building materials. In any event fluvial gravels in

the study-areas are too poorly sorted and too close to water table to be useful sources, whereas

mining the gravels would interfere with fish habitat along the channels". Since colluvial and

alluvial fans are also poorly sorted, there are really no viable alternatives for granular

resources in the study-areas, apart from mining and crushing suitable bedrock which is also in

1imited supply.

LACUSTRINE

Lacustrine sediments were only exposed in the Naden Harbour lowland (Fig. 16).

However, other 1acust ri ne beds underl yi ng till at some sites in thi s area were di scussed above

(Pleistocene geology) and thus will not be referred to in this section.

The lacustrine beds form a heavily gullied terrace between 60 and 90 m a.s.l., reaching

a maximum elevation of about 95 m a.s.l. For the most part, the deposits are well jointed silty

clays; glacial dropstones are dispersed throughout, and extensive lenses of till are intercalated

with the beds, especially in the upper 30 m. In view of the presence of the dropstones and

lenses of till, the lacustrine beds must be of glacio-lacustrine origin. They were probably

deposited in a lake formed by an ice-dam lying in Virago Sound and the Queen Charlotte Lowland to
the east.

Exposures along the banks of Lignite Creek show that the lacustrine beds are underlain

by approximately 3 m of fluvial gravel, boulders and diamiction, 15-20 m of beddell fluvial sands,

and a few metres of very compact till. Overlying the clays in the same area are about 6 m of

deltaic gravels. The fluvial sediments were probably deposited by some predecessor to Lignite

Creek in the early stages of the glacial lake, whereas the deltaic gravels were deposited by the

creek as the level of the lake began to wane.

Below 15 m a.s.l. the lacustrine deposits have been eroded by marine wave action during

Late Holocene stands of the sea (see Late Pleistocene and Holocene geology), and may be overlain

by up to 5 m of well sorted shoreline gravels, shell beds and shelly estuarine muds.

The presence of numerous gullies in the lacustrine unit is a clear indication that they

pose a severe hazard to logging activities. Erosion potential of the beds is high because of

high fissility and poor permeability. Small earth flows, slumps and slides are common along
slopes eroded in the unit.

MARINE

Deposits of marine Orlgln are divided into two groups: (1) estuarine muds and sands,
and (2) gravel, sand and shell beds formed along former shorelines.
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1. Estuarine deposits

Estuarine muds are not corrrnon in the study-areas. However, shelly, black muds overlie

littoral gravels along the west bank of Naden River estuary and across" the low peninsula formed

by Col nett, Kunlana and Fraser Points in southern Naden Harbour (Fig. 16). Their maximum

observed elevation lies around 6-10 m a.s.l., although the actual limits of their distribution

could not be determined.

Older stony, estuarine muds cropping out under river gravels in Lignite Creek are too

limited in surface exposure to form significant units at the scale of mapping. These are

discussed briefly above (see Late Pleistocene and Holocene geology).

Richly fossiliferous sands and probably other finer estuarine sediments tongue several

kilometres up valleys on the northwestern coast (Fig. lIb). Sections in Haines River reveal that

the sediments further inland consist of alternating beds of shell-rich sands and well-sorted

shoreline gravels. The presence of palaeosols in several parts of the stratigraphic sequences

indicate a complex environment of deposition. In some segments of the valleys, the estuarine

deposits are overlain by fluvial (deltaic?) sands, gravel and boulders. Relict sand-dunes (see

Littoral deposits) near the present shoreline have impeded the seaward movement of surface water,

creating extensive bogs and swamps in which organic sediments are accumulating. The latter

materials now form organic blankets extending up to 1 km inland in some valleys.

2. Littoral deposits

Raised beaches, formed during higher stands of the sea occur sporadically along the

present coastline in the study-areas. Lithology and tex ure of the relict littoral deposits are

vari ab1e and were probably dependent on materi al s eroded by the sea, proximity to ri ver mouths,

and aspect with respect to prevailing winds. The elevation and age of these deposits were

discussed above (see Late Pleistocene and Holocene geology) whereas their distribution is shown

on Figures lla, lIb, 15 and 16.

In the sheltered Naden Harbour embayment, wave-action formed a flight of terraces

reaching a maximum elevation of 18 m a.s.l. and consisting of well-sorted and rounded gravel

interbedded with shells. These beds in turn are overl ain by estuari ne muds. Severa1 sections

reveal that the gravels are at least 5 m thick, and are thus a valuable source of aggregate.

Sand dominates along raised beaches of the northwestern coastline. This material forms

either narrow terraces only a few metres above sea level, or, more commonly, ridged sand dunes.

The prevalence of sand here is probably related to the abundance of sand produced by erdsion of

deposited near the coast is moved by long-shore drift or blown inl and by the strong prevail ing

westerly winds. In many of the valleys 1ittoral sands and gravel are interbedded with estuarine

sands more than 1 km inland, or 2 km along Haines River. Relict coastal cliffs in some areas

mark the inland extent of these deposits and are represented by the abandoned shoreline symbol in

Figures lIa and lIb. The littoral sediments observed here are probably too sandy to be of any

use for road building purposes.

Various relict shoreline materials occur in the Rennell Sound area, although in view of

the more protected position in the Sound, they are not as extensive as along the northwestern

coast. At the mouth of Bonanza Creek two terraces approximately 6 and 12 m a.s.l. are backed by

a relict coastal cliff and form a narrow lowland about sqo m across (Fig. 22). The 12 m terrace
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is underlain by fine to medium gravel which may be suitable road building material; the 6 m

terrace consists dominantly of shelly, coarse cobbles and is probably not a good source of

aggregate.

Figure 22. Relict shoreline (broken line) approximately 12 m a.s.1. and marine
platform overlain by littoral gravels (A), and backed by relict sea cliffs
(arrowed) near the mouth of Bonanza creek. Relict shoreline (broken line and
B) near Gregory Creek is shown in the upper right (see al so Figure 13). The
location is shown as QC24 on Figure 11a.

Two smaller embayments of sands and sandy gravels occur within a few kilometres south

of Bonanza Creek at the mouths of Gregory and Riley Creeks (Fig. 15). Relict sea cliffs form the

inland limit of the deposits on the southern side of Gregory Creek (Figs. 23 and 24). Well

sorted gravel and sand with horizontal to gently inclined bedding occur at the footslope of the

cliffs and probably extend seawards. These littoral deposits are undoubtedly too sandy to be of

much value as road gravel. Although no sections were found in the Riley Creek embayment, from

surface inspection the authors suspect that sands and sandy gravels also form the littoral

sediments here.

A gravelly fan was built out into a higher sea level (12 m) at the mouth of Shelly

Creek down which the Queen Charlotte Timber Co. mainline road runs. The proximity of this

deposit to the creek and its coarse texture may 1imit the deposit as a source of aggregate.

However, a 1arger terrace of coarse sands and gravel occurs just south of study-area in the

vicinity of the mouth of Shields Creek (Fig. 25). This is already being used as a source of road

building gravel.

Sands and sandy gravels dominate in the Rennell Sound littoral deposits because the

streams provide coarse sediment as a result of higher erosional and transporting capacity related

to their higher gradients. The steep coastline and its generally sheltered character in Rennell

Sound reduce the effectiveness of marine erosion and any sorting that may result from longshore

dri ft.
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Figure 23. Relict sea cliff (arrowed) approximately 12 m a.s.l. near Gregory
Creek. Leve1 terra in in the foreground and to the ri ght of the c1iff is
overlain by sandy gravel deposited during a higher stand of the sea (see also
Figure 24). The location is shown as QC18 on Figure 11a.

t '<''\~.»;
~v:~'t{

Figure 24. At least 5 m of rel ict shorel ine sand and sandy gravel near the
mouth of Gregory Creek. Elevation is approximately 12 m a.s.l. (see also Figs.
13 and 23). Location shown as QC18 on Figure 11a. Geological hammer for scale
(arrowed) •
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Figure 25. Well sorted beach cobbles and gravels exposed in a road cut near
Shields Creek. Deposit occurs as terrace approximately 12 m a.s.l. Location
shown as QC8 on Figure lla.

ORGANIC

Organic veneers and blankets are widespread, being found from the coastal lowlands to

the suba1pi ne areas (see Late Pl ei stocene and Holocene geology) on any surfi ci a1 materi a1. The

domi nant organi c materi ali s peat formed by the growth and decay of sphagnum and other mosses,

although woody detritus is also a common occurrence along with the peat.

Areas of organic sediment outl ined on Figures 15 and 16 are only minima, since organic

units were largely determined by air-photo interpretation and only where open areas of organic

material occurred was a designation made. However, ground inspection, especially from helicopter

landings, revealed that organic blankets commonly extend away from bare peat areas into the

forest. Indeed, dense stands of trees of all speci es were found to be growi ng on organi c

blankets. As a consequence it was impossible to determine the actual extent of organic units.

Thick peat is best developed on level to gently sloping terrain, although it is also

very common on slopes up to at least 20°. On slopes which exceed a few degrees, surface flow of

water through the organic areas produces peat banked ponds leading downslope in a series of

terraces (or lobes) on which embankments may range up to 1 m in height (Fig. 26). Discontinuous

narrow channels commonly greater than 2 m in depth and clogged with organic ooze drain across

these organic units. Terraces or lobes of peat and colluvium also occur in the subalpine,

although here they form from solifluction rather than groundwater movement (Fig. 27).
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Fi gure 26. Peat banked terraces and lobes darrmi ng surface drai nage to form
small ponds. Depth of organic material exceeds 1.5 m and even underl ies the
trees in the foreground and background. Location shown as QC25 on Figure llb;
elevation approximately 530 m a.s.l.

Figure 27. General view of solifluction lobes in the alpine zone between Tartu
and Seal Inlets (Tartu Inlet to left). Solifluction lobes and terraces vary in
size up to 5-6 m in height.
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ROCK

Many of the characteristics and the importance of bedrock in the terrain have been

discussed in preceding sections. Bedrock exerts considerable control over the character (surface

expression) of the landscape by influencing the course of weathering and erosion (see BEDROCK

GEOLOGY) • It has also been shown above that texture and 1itholog Y of some surfi cia1 materi a1s

may partly or wholly reflect the nature of the bedrock from which they were derived. The

i nfl uence that bedrock has over the ope rat i on of some geomorphi c processes was to some extent

discussed above (BEDROCK GEOLOGY). These relationships, especially between bedrock and slope

failures, are expanded upon in the following section.

Outcrops of bedrock are found from sea level to the highest elevation, and take a

variety of surface expressions ranging from almost vertical cliffs to essentially level terrain.

However, rock is most frequently exposed along the upper segments of ridges or on valley sides

exceeding 35°. Here slopes are too steep to have retained a mantle of glacial materials, and it

is here that erosion predominates over deposition and not even a veneer of colluvium remains on

the steep bedrock surfaces.



CHAPTER 5

GEOMORPHIC PRO'CESSES. HAZARD AND MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS

The discussion on geomorphic processes in this section is not meant to be exhaustive.

In fact, we only discuss those processes which directly affect and are themselves affected by the

activities of man.

Three main types of processes including slope failures, gullying and avalanching are

exami ned. The occurrence of the processes along with others are shown as part of the terra in

units on Figures 15 and 16. Site-specific information related to the location of slope failures

is also shown on Figures lla and lIb. Degrees of terrain sensitivity may be inferred from the

distribution of the processes (Figs. 28 and 29) although it is not our intention to attach

sensitivity values to the units. Indeed, we conclude from a survey of the literature that no

suitable method for showing intensity of terrain hazard has yet been devised, since the

determination of this is largely an arbitrary decision based on a subjective evaluation of the

interaction between a variety of physical and socio-economic factors.

Thus, we present no scheme or maps showi ng i ntens ity of env i ronmenta1 hazard. Rather

we describe the types and frequency of processes acting upon some terrain units, and use these to

flag areas that are sensitive to landuse activities (Figs. 28 and 29). This information is best

considered in conjunction with data presented on Figures lla, lIb, 15 and 16.

Factors cons i dered for eac h of the geomorphi c proces ses inc1ude defi nit i on of type of

process, general characte:-istics, state of activity, morphological features that aid in their

identification, materials involved, general distribution, inferred origin and inferred hazard.

Definitions used follow those in the T~n Cla6¢~6~cation Sy¢~~m (E.L.U.C., 1976) or

the V~ctiOHaJty on G~o.e.og~ca1. TeJl.m6 (A.G.I., 1976). For terminology related to slope failures

Sharpe (1938) was consulted.

LANDSLIDES (SLOPE FAILURES)

These include all those terrain units in the study-areas that are characterized by the

process modifier 6ail,(.ng, where the process is active, or on-site symbols where movement has

ceased (Figs. lla and lIb). Landslides are mass-movements involving the downward sliding or

falling of masses of rock and/or overlying debris. Generally, the masses are relatively dry but

in this report the definition has been modified to include those masses of rock and

unconsol idated material where moisture content may be high enough that part of the movement

occurs as flowage.

Three major kinds of landslides are described:

1. Roc ks 1ides;

2. Debris-avalanches;

3. Debris-slides.

Other kinds of failures occur, such as minor slumps and earth-flows on parts of the lacustrine

deposits in the Naden Harbour lowland, but they are not significant areally. On the other hand,

soil creep is prevalent on all slopes mantled by unconsolidated sediment. Recognition of creep

from 1:60,000 air-photos is impossible, and the commonly accepted ground evidence of bent tree

trunks is dubious. Creep is such a slow, continuous process that accurate measurements over
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prolonged peri ods may be necessary to recogni ze its presence. Many rapi d slope fai 1ures may be

preceded by accelerated rates of creep in 1oca1i zed areas duri ng whi ch trees tilt, or sags and

bulges form in the slope materials. Evaluation of this kind of evidence is beyond the scope of

this study.

Mapping of slope failures was carried out on 1972 air photography. Many failures have

occurred since that time and are not shown on Figures lIa and lIb. In fact, the writers observed

that a 1arge number of fresh fail ures occurred even duri ng the 1975-77 peri od. Other fail ures

may be too small to be visible on this scale of photographs used.

1. Rockslides

A rockslide is the rapid downslope movement of rock either as an incoherent mass or as

1arge, unbroken bedrock masses. In the fi rst case movement is generally rapi d and, in the

second, movement is slow enough that the joint blocks do not disintegrate. Shear planes along

which movement occurs may include joints, bedding planes, foliation, faults or any other plane of

separation. Greatest potential for sliding exists when joints or bedding planes dip parallel or

less steeply to the slope.

Movement of the detached rock considerably alters valley-side form which is readily

detectable on air-photos. In well jointed and massively jointed rocks the headwall scar is

usually high and well defined (Fig. 30) and the sidewall scar straight or slightly concave,

Figure 30. Well defined headwall scar area (broken line) in an old rockslide
approximately 5-6 km southeast of Eden Lake. Bedrock is Masset Formation
dipping down to the lower right at 5-10°; original slope of landsurface before
sliding was approximately 5-10° in roughly the same direction as bedrock dip.
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whereas highly fractured rocks often produce a slide that narrows toward a shallow headwall

scar. Where slopes are steep enough and/or the angle of the shear plane is high the slide

generates enough velocity that the rock disintegrates and moves out across the adjacent valley

floor often, daJIITIing drainage 1ines (Fig. 31). On gentler slopes and/or where angle of sl ippage

Figure 31. Rockslide daJIITIing
small lake in the upl ands about
5-6 km west of Eden Lake.
Headwall scar area is arrowed;
hUJIITIocky terrain on slope
consists of large blocks of
bedrock which came to rest part
way downslope. 51 ide extends
around to the ri ght and
iJIITIed i ate foreground • Headwall
is the site of recurrent
debris-sliding. Bedrock is
Masset Formation.

plane is low, movement is slower and the rock mass undergoes little disintegration (Fig. 32) and

moves downslope as a single mass. In this case the debris may move only to the base of the

slope, or part way down the slope (Fig. 33).

Angle of slope on which sliding occurred is variable, although the majority of slopes

exceed 35°. Three slides occurred on slopes less than 25°; one of these on a slope of 5-10°.

I denti6-i.catio I't

The rockslide masses are identified as areas of blocky or rubbly colluvium with ridged

and/or hUJIITIocky surface expressions (Figs. 15 and 16). Huge intact bedrock blocks which

characterize part of the inactive rockslides on the northern flank of Pivot Mountain (Fig. 34)

and the northeastern flank of Omega Mountain are so large that they probably constitute mappable

rock units in themselves. However, the Pivot Mountain slide is mapped as blocky colluvium

because there has been considerable disintegration of rock in the remainder of the slide, but

little alteration has occurred in the Omega Mountain slide so that the blocks retain their mantle

of colluvium and moraine, and have been mapped as such.
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Figure 32. Large intact bedrock
mass sliding downslope. Note
the distinct arcuate headwall
(arrowed); sl ide mass is shown
by broken line. Bedrock is
Masset Formation. Location of
slide is uncertain, but it is
probably in the headwaters of
Gregory Creek, and has occu rred
since the 1972 a i r- photos were
taken.

Sites of slides are shown on Figures lla and lIb by use of a landslide scar symbol, or

by their outline and direction of movement. Forty-five rockslides are identified in the map

areas, and all, but one, are developed in Masset Formation rocks. The one exception is that

slide developed in the granitic rocks underlying Pivot Mountain.

Although the actual physical factors which produced the slides are not clearly known,

it is possible to speculate on their cause on the basis of their occurrence, form and other

known environmental conditions. Since all but one slide occur on Masset Formation rocks, the

bedrock type must be an important causal factor. However, unlike many other rockslides reported

on in the 1iterature, bedding planes in the bedrock here are not the dominant zones for rupture.

Only 20 of the slides moved in the direction of dip whereas 25 formed where bedrock was actually

dipping into the slope.

The majority of slides are characterized by sharp, rectangular headwall and sidewall

scars, and by slide debris which often consists of large intact blocks of rock and/or broken rock

pil ed in roughly rectangu 1ar heaps. These characteri st i cs suggest that maj or, wi de1y spaced

joints play an important role in del ineating the shape of the sl ides, as they do in forming

avenues through which vadose waters can percolate and promote weathering of subsurface rocks.
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Figure 33. Tension cracks and slumps at the head of an incipient rockslide in
the upl ands south of Eden Lake (1 eft background). Note how the bedrock
(Masset Formation) has broken up into a series of long, coherent rock masses
which have moved only a few metres downslope.

Figure 34. Large rockslide consisting of vast bedrock masses and rubble on the
northern side of Pivot Mountain. Outline of this segment of the slide is shown
by the broken line. Note the even forest cover indicating that the slide
occurred some time ago.
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Materi a1s most 1i kely to be great ly affected by the weatheri ng are the rhyolite ash

flows and tuffs, and the breccias which are intercalated with the basalts of the Masset

Formation (see BEDROCK GEOLOGY). In view of the high water table and the alkalinity of the

surrounding basalts, the clay produced by weathering from these materials is most probably

bentonite, an assemblage of cl ay mi nera1s domi nated by montmorillonite. Presence of such beds

and lenses of bentonite-rich material is likely to greatly reduce the inherent stability of the

formation, whereas swelling and contraction of montmorillonite may cause disaggregation of the

rock along joints as well as promoting some downslope movement.

The pos it i on of most s1ide debri s out on the valley floors and the degree of rock

disintegration indicate that the sl ides occurred as sudden, catastrophic events. Whi le it is

probable that the presence of the clays is a major factor inducing instability in an area where

slopes have been glacially oversteepened and precipitation is inordinately high, the clays are

not the factor that triggers sliding. Moreover, the deepseated nature of the slides suggest that

superficial causes, such as tree-throw by strong winds, can be discounted. Periods of prolonged

heavy rain may promote failure by reducing frictional resistance to movement and decreasing shear

strength although several factors mitigate against this as the single cause for failure:

i) It is difficult to understand how prolonged saturation of bedrock

alone could cause deepseated sliding on a slope of 5_100 (e.g. Fig.

30) •

ii) All of the large slides, especially in Haines River and Cave Creek

watersheds are covered with forest of similar species and maturity,

indicating that they are probably contemporaneous. Since extremely

heavy rain is a yearly occurrence in the Queen Charlottes (see CLIMATE

AND VEGETATION) it is more likely to produce slides of different ages.

Unfortunately time and lack of access did not permit the determination

of the ages of the stands.

In view of the frequency of seismic activity in the area, the majority of rockslides

may be triggered by earthquake shocks (see SEISMIC ACTIVITY). Whether the large slides

characterized by similar forest cover were triggered by the 1949 earthquake, or by some

presettlement earthquake of similar magnitude, is not known, although widespread slope failures

throughout the Queen Charlottes accompanied the 1949 quake (Sutherland Brown, p~. Qomm., 1977).

Because of the high rainfall, the presence of major joints and weathered materials in

the bedrock, oversteepened valley sides and recurring seismic activity, rockslides will

constitute a continuing environmental hazard. The slides are likely to be catastrophic events

causing widespread destruction of forest cover and alteration of valley-side form. They will

undoubtedly be of such a magnitude that they cannot be controlled or prevented by engineering

works and land management practices. Nor is it likely that sites of future slides will be

readil y pred i cted, except perhaps, ina general sense, by drawi ng inferences from present s1ide

distribution (Figs. lIa, lIb, 15 and 16). Watersheds with a high frequency of slides (e.g.

Haines River and Cave Creek) may represent areas where future activity can be expected although

subsequent slides are likely to be smaller. Local steepening of slopes and rock disintegration

in the headwall scar area produces ideal conditions for recurrent debris-slide activity.
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2. Debris-avalanches1

Debris-avalanches are the very rapid downslope movement of saturated surficial

materials, weathered rock and plant debris. They result from frictional failure along a shear

. plane that more or less parallels the slope. As a consequence debris actually flows over the
landsurface and causes little modification to valley-side form. Initial movement is largely by
sliding, although the debris is commonly transformed into a rapidly moving flow resulting from
incorporation of water as it moves downslope.

Locations of debris-avalanches are shown in Figures 11a and lIb, and are expected in
the areas affected by slope failures shown in Figures 15, 16, 28 and 29. They can be

identified on aerial photographs or in the field as bare linear strips oriented downslope or as
bare narrow gullies (Fig. 35). The debris may be deposited at the foot of the slope as a

Figure 35. Bare linear track
left by debris-avalanche
developed in thin coll uvial
material and weathered Masset
Formation. Note that the trees
immediately bordering the track
(arrowed) are much younger than
those at the top of the ri dge
and the lower right. This
indicates that
debris-avalanching is recurrent
on this site. Photo by D.
Wilford.

coll uvial fan or as chaotically arranged hummocks. Recurrent activity of some of the tracks is
indicated by the size of some of the fans. The velocity of some debris-avalanches carried them
not only downslope but also some distance down valley. A large debris-avalanche in the

headwaters of Haines River (Figs. 35 and 36) actually travelled down the full length of a minor

lSynonymous with the terms debris-flow and mudflow.
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Figure 36. Partially colonized
debris-avalanche track in the
headwaters of Haines River.
Length of track (not all shown
here) exceeds 2 km and is
developed in thin colluvial
material on Masset Formation.
Lower part of track is colonized
by willow and alder (A), whereas
the upper part is bare and on
which minor sliding and gullying
(B) occurs.

tributary and then out into the trunk stream, in all a distance exceeding 2 km. Other large
debris-avalanches may be fed by several tributary tracks on the upper parts of slopes.

Tracks of varyi ng ages occur throughout the study-areas. Age di fferences can be

inferred from the character of revegetation of the tracks. Recently used tracks are usually
devoid of any vegetation, whereas those tracks formed within the last few years are commonly bare
for most of their length, although shrubby specimens of willow (Salix ~p. I and alder (Atn~ ~p.l

are pioneers on the lower, moister segments (Fig. 36). With the passage of time, alder (probably

At~ ILUbJta.) becomes dominant and quickly colonizes the middle reaches of tracks whilst minor
failures keep ground bare in the source zones (Fig. 37a). Eventually, alder covers all portions
(Fig. 37b), although in time it gives way to hemlock and spruce in the upper reaches. The latter
speci es become the domi nant forest types for the whole track, but even at thi s stage the former

tracks are still clearly defined since the trees are all of similar age.

Snow-ava1anches form tracks si mil ar in appearance to those made by debri s-ava1anches •

However, the origin of the two types can usually be determined on the following evidence:

i) Where the track begins below treeline, it was probably formed by a
debris-avalanche.

ii) If the track extends beyond the closed forest into the alpine/
subalpine zone, it was probably formed by snow avalanching.
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iii) Snow-avalanches erode little surficial sediment from the slope,

although when ground conditions are wet, debris-avalanches may occur

in tracks cleared by snow or even be triggered by snow-avalanches.

iv) Snow-avalanche tracks may contain varying amounts of broken

vegetat ion. Very acti ve snow-avalanche tracks are non-forested and

covered only by shrubs, turf and grass, whereas tracks occupied by a

low frequency of avalanches are commonly covered with damaged and

trimmed young trees.

The writers bel i eve that some debri s-aval anche tracks that commence very near

actually facilitate subsequent snow avalanching down the newly formed track.

would be virtually impossible to identify the origin of the tracks.

the tree1i ne may

In this case, it

Figure 37a. Middle-upper
reaches of debris-avalanche
track showing almost complete
colonization by alder except for
the trigger zone (arrowed) where
minor sliding and gullying keep
the ground bare. The tracks of
much older debris-avalanches or
debris-slides occur on right and
upper left (outlined with broken
lines). Tracks developed in
thin colluvial material on
Masset Formation.

Debris-avalanches are distributed throughout the study-areas, and probably occur on all

rock types where slopes are steep enough. However, they occur far more frequently on Masset·

Formation than other rock types; the reason for this is discussed several paragraphs below. The

frequency of debris-avalanches is actually higher than shown on Figures lla and lIb since some

landsl ides shown as debris-slides were undoubtedly debris-avalanches. It is probable that the

latter are too overgrown so that their origin cannot be readily identified (others are too small

to show with the avalanching symbol on Figures lla and lIb).
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In the study-areas the source zones for debri s-aval anches are most commonly developed

in:

i) Colluvial veneer on steeply sloping (greater than 35°) bedrock along

the upper. parts of valley-sides. The colluvium either fails at the

contact with the bedrock surface, or fails along the weathering front

in the bedrock so that the debris slides over fresh bedrock.

ii) Weathered till (i.e. soil and colluviated till) on slopes generally

steeper than 35°. Failure is dominantly along the weathering front,

or, less commonly, at the bedrock contact where veneers of till occur.

These failures are generally located on the middle and lower segments

of slopes since this is where till is best preserved.

Debris-avalanches in both materials can occur on slopes as low as 20°, although, generally, the

frequency of the failures between 20° and 35° forms probably only 20% of the total number

observed. Locally, such as in the Rennell Sound· area, this percentage may be as high as 40% (D.

Wilford and J. Schwab, peN>. c.omin~, 1977). Failures in the shallow colluvium are far more

numerous than those in till. Tracks of debris-avalanches in colluvium are usually straight (Fig.

35) or widen towards the toe (Figs. 37a and 37b), whereas those failures in till may create a

rounded basin at the head of the track but then flow down narrow gullies. Indeed, failures in

till are most commonly developed in gullies or are associated with gullied slopes, but failures

in colluvium are mainly on even slopes although the trigger zones may be associated with shallow

seepage depressions.

Figure 37b. Debris-avalanche
track now completely colonized
by alder with young hemlock
coveri ng the tri gger zone
(arrowed). Track developed in
thin colluvial soil on Masset
Formation.
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The observations described above closely parallel those made on debris-avalanches in

southeastern Alaska (Swanston, 1969, 1974) and northwestern Wyomin9 (Baily, 1971). However,

debris-avalanches in the Queen Charlottes are more frequent on slopes as low as 20° than in both

the above areas. This may be related to the greater frequency of seismic activity in the Queen

Charlottes than is experienced in southeastern Alaska or northwestern Wyoming (see below).

Factors producing reduction of shear strength and eventual frictional failure have been

discussed by numerous writers. The excellent account of factors given by Swanston (1969, 1970

and 1974) for southeastern Alaska is undoubtedly applicable to the Queen Charlottes since the

physical environments of both areas are similar. These factors in relation to debris-avalanching

in the Queen Charlottes are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Slopes that have been glacially oversteepened invariably exceed the internal friction

angl e of weathered overburden (soil, co 11 uv i ated debri s, weathered rock). The overburden is

generally coarse, permeable and mechanically cohesionless. Shear strength of the material is

drastically reduced by an increase in moisture content, in fact, by dS much as 60% when saturated

(Swanston, 1974). Saturated materials are thus relatively very unstable and are even more so

when a prominent potential shear plane such as a smooth rock surface, or joints parallel to the

surface slope, or an abrupt weathering front, are present. Moreover, on slopes on highly jointed

bedrock where joint and/or bedding planes are parallel to the slope, the rock gives very little

mechani ca1 support to weathered overburden. Both the Masset and Yakoun Format ions are charac

terized by well developed vertical joints, the dip of which commonly approximates the slope of

the vall ey-s ides. Needl ess to say, numerous debri s-aval anches and debri s-s1i des occur on these

formations. Instability in Yakoun Formation rocks is further accentuated by the development of

rounded corestones as a result of the weatheri ng of the joi nt blocks in the upper 3-4 m of bed

rock. Frictional resistance between the rounded, unweathered corestones and the weathered mantle

is low and the probability of sliding and/or "rolling" of these materials downslope is high.

Certain bedrock and topographic conditions when present tend to increase stabil ity by

increasing mechanical support and frictional resistance for slope materials. For example, a

steep even slope (Fig. 35) is far more unstable than a steep benched and/or hummocky slope (Fig.

38). In the latter case slope irregularities provide the slope materials with mechanical

support. Observations along such slopes, especially in the Rennell Sound area and the northern

shore of Eden Lake, indicate that the slopes are stable under natural (undisturbed) conditions,

although minor debris-sl iding may be promoted by road-building and clear-cut logging. The slope

irregulari·ties were probably produced by glacial scouring of jointed bedrock or by differential

erosion of bedded rocks which dip into the slope.

Swanston (1969, 1974) discusses factors which trigger landslides and concludes that

since the frequency of slides is greater in the maximum zone of precipitation in. southeast

Alaska, rainfall is the major triggering factor. High intensity storms most frequently trigger

failures by causing rapid increases in soil moisture, associated winds cause tree-throw and rapid

infiltration of moisture into the exposed materials, loosening of soil by the swaying of trees,

and by dynamic loading of slope materials by wind forces acting upon tree cover. These factors

are also important in triggering failures in the Queen Charlottes since widespread debris

avalanches (and debris-slides) resulted from extreme winds and extensive tree-throw during the

winter and spring of 1977.

Other factors triggering failure include rapid increases in the mass of surface

materials (e.g. rock fall onto the landsurface) and undercutting or local oversteepening of
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slopes along narrow valley bottoms or gull ies. Bailey (1971), for example, suggests that the

latter may trigger a failure that actually conrnences on the lower part of the slope first.

Although we observed no evi dence that thi s occurred in the study-areas, rapi d downcutt i ng in

gullies may reduce mechanical support lower on the slope and trigger a debris-avalanche,

especially if erosion was accompanied by saturation of the slope materials above. One example of

this is bel ieved to have occurred in the Rennell Sound area (Wilford and Schwab, peM. c.omm.,

1977) •

Figure 38. A steep benched slope in the Rennell Sound area. The slope
irregularities provide mechanical support to the unconsolidated overburden and
reduce the rapidity of surface runoff thus reducing landsliding and gullying.
Although this slope has been logged very little erosion has resulted. Benches
are shown by broken lines.

An important factor tri ggeri ng debri s-ava1anches ignored by Swanston and Bail ey is

seismic activity. Observations made by Sutherland Brown (peM. c.omm., 1977) in the Queen

Charlottes indicate that widespread landsliding accompanied the 1949 earthquake. In view of the

frequent earth tremors experienced by the area (Fig. 9; Table 2) and the continuous saturation

and/or near saturation of the overburden due to frequent heavy precipitation, debris-avalanching

and sl iding are just as 1ikely to be triggered by ground shaking during tremors in addition to

factors 1i sted in the precedi ng paragraph. Certai nly some unusually powerful mechani sm is

required to trigger debris-avalanches on slopes as low as 20° and it is difficult to imagine how

rapid increases in soil moisture content alone could do this.

Of course, slope failures may also be promoted by the activities of man, such as

clear-cutting and road building (Fig. 39). In these instances instability is increased by

these alterations (and some may even trigger fail ure), although generally fail ure is a later

event. Wilford and Schwab (peM. c.omm., 1977), believe that a time lag of 3-5 years, during

which tree roots disintegrate, may follow alteration before large numbers of failures occur.
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Fi gure 39. Debri s-ava1anche on
steep logged slope in Renne11
Sound area (track shown by
broken 1ine). Track originates
at logging road where
i nstabil ity has been induced
probably as a result of
side-casting and/or locally
concentrated runoff. Small
debris-slides are arrowed and
gullies are numerous. Surficial
materials here are mixed veneers
and blankets of moraine and
co 11 uvi um.

The influence that logging has on slope stability in areas similar to steep terrain in

the Queen Charlottes has been discussed by Swanston in several papers and are adequately
sUlMlari zed in his 1974 technical report. No further discussion is given here except to agree

with his observations on the acceleration of slope erosion by timber harvesting activities (see
also CHAPTER 6).

3. Debris-slides

VeMtUtioYl

This category of landslide includes all cases of rapid downslope movement of weathered
and/or incoherent regolith, where movement is by sliding or rolling. The debris does not

possess the high water content as in debris-avalanches and as a consequence movement is slower.
The debri s comes to rest at the foot of the slope often formi ng an i rregul ar, hUlTl1locky depos it,
or ceases movement only part way downslope.

I dertti Mc.atio Yl

Locations of debris-slides are shown in Figures 11a and lIb, and are expected in areas
affected by slope failures shown in Figures 15, 16, 28 and 29. On aerial photographs or in

the field they appear as bare linear strips downslope on valley-sides. Where slides measure only

10-20 m in length it is impossible to identify them on 1:60,000 aerial photographs, but, if

numerous smalls1i des occur on a slope segment they are di scerni b1e on the photos. Where the
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tracks have become revegetated, it is virtually impossible to determine the difference between

these and those formed by debris-avalanches and many of the latter have probably been identified

as debris-slides in Figures lla and lIb (see Debris-avalanches). However, as a general rule

debris-slides modify only part of a slope, usually the steepest part (Figs. 40a and 40b). If

movement of debris is slow, the slope failure may be identified prior to complete slope rupture

by the presence of crazily tilted trees and, more rarely, shallow tension fissures.

Debris-slides are commonly associated with gullied terrain units or along the sides of canyons

that dissect steep slopes (Fig. 41).

Figure 40a. Fresh debris-sl ide
(track arrowed) developed on
steeper upper segment of slope
characterized by thin colluvial
cover and weathered Masset
Formation. Sliding has cleared
the regolith down to unweathered
bedrock. Slide extends only
30-40 m downslope.

Debris-slides are more numerous than debris-avalanche failures, but tend to be confined

to steeper slopes than the latter. They are prevalent on Masset Formation rocks for the same

reasons as given for the frequency of debris-avalanches on this bedrock unit. Debris-slides are

most cOl1111only developed in thin colluvial veneers and sliding usually clears the debris down to

the unweathered bedrock surface (Figures 40a and 41). Slides are not as frequent on slopes

mantled with ti 11 since such slopes are generally less than 35 0
, or approximately the maximum

slope on which till is preserved in such a geomorphically active environment as the study-areas.

However, the frequency of debris-slides may be high on locally steepened till blanketed slopes

such as in gullied units (Fig. 42), or in areas of till on 30-35 0 slopes after clear-cutting has

occurred.
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Figure 40b. Debris-sl ide track
now completely colonized with
alder. The track is identified
as a former debris-slide since
it is confined to the
middl e-upper segment of the
slope. An older, smaller
debris-sl ide (track shown by
arrow) occurs in the lower
right. Photo by D. Wilford.

OJUg.{.n an.d .e.andUl> e. .unplic.a.tio J'I6

Factors producing reduction of shear strength and eventual frictional failure (i.e. a

trigger mechanism) for debris-avalanches are applicable to debris-slides, so no further

elaboration is given here. On the other hand, the activities of man, especially clear-cutting

and logging roads, greatly increase instability and promote widespread debris-sliding. This is

especially true where logging activities intersect terrain units characterized by gullying in

conjunction with relatively steep slopes (Figs. 39, 42 and 43). Indeed, observations in logged

blocks in the Rennell Sound area indicate that debris-sliding can be induced even where gullied

valley sides appear naturally stable.

SNOW AVALANCHING

Snow-avalanches are rapid downslope movements of snow, ice and other incorporated

debris (Terrain Classification System, 1976). They can be classified into three main types,

including powdery, slab and wet (slush) avalanches, all of which can contain varying amounts of

organi c and rock debri s. In vi ew of the mil d wi nter temperatures experi enced by the Queen

Charlottes and the likelihood of rain falling on snow or actual snow melt occurring, wet

avalanches probably prevail. The latter achieve considerably more erosion than powdery

avalanches, although together they produce relatively little erosion when compared with that

achieved by landsliding.
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Fi gure 41. Fresh debri s-s1i de
(track shown as arrow) developed
on the steep side of a sma 11
canyon which traverses the
genera1 vall ey side from upper
left to lower right. Surficial
materi ali s co11 uv i a1 veneer
over weathered Masset
Formation.

The presence of avalanched areas has been i dent ified from the aeri al photographs

according to the following criteria:

1. Linear scars and vegetation patterns on steep forested slopes that displ ay sharp

trimlines. The avalanche paths may be bare in areas above treeline but below

treel i ne may be covered with shrubs and grass where frequent aval anches occur or

covered with trimmed and broken trees and/or shrubby alder and willow where

activity is less frequent.

2. Steep bare gullies often with distinct trimlines. The gullies should have an

average incline exceeding 250 but exceeding at least 300 where the avalanches

originate (Schaerer, 1973).

3. Bare or partially tree covered slopes exceeding 300 and at the top of which a

starting zone, such as a small cl iff or ridge top where a cornice can develop,

occurs. These areas are in the alpine/subalpine zone.

In the first two cases, the avalanche tracks originate above treeline thus serving to

differentiate them from debris-avalanche paths. On the other hand, some of the

latter that actually formed above or near the treel ine are probably now cleared of

forest growth by regular snow avalanches.
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Figure 42. Numerous small
debris-slides (some arrowed)
developed on the locally
steepened slopes of 'a gullied
terrain unit consisting of
veneers of moraine and colluvium
on the upper slope and a
mciraina1 b1~nket on the lower
segment. Instabil ity and
accelerated erosion has
undoubtedly been accel erated by
clear-cut logging, roadbuilding
and soi 1 disturbance caused by
yarding practices.

For those snow-avalanches that reach valley bottom the resultant deposits may be spread
out in a broad tongue, or in a fan (or cone) in the case of a gully. However, apart from the
steep walls around a few valleys in the study-areas, most avalanche paths extend only part way
down valley-sides. Snow-avalanche debris is loosely packed and contains considerable organic
material, rock fragments are angular and the whole deposit usually non-sorted.

The distribution of avalanched areas is shown on Figures 15, 16, 28 and 29. Avalanches

are most commonly associ ated with coll uvi a1 veneered and steep rock terrai n units, where they
often occur in conjunction with slope failures and gullying. The highest frequency of avalanched

units is in the uplands between Eden Lake and Beresford Bay, and a minor pocket in the upper
reaches of Bonanza and Hangover Creeks.

According to Schaerer (1973), for avalanches to occur the ground must be covered with a
minimum depth of snow and average valley slopes should exceed approximately 300 with a locally

steeper trigger zone located upslope. The critical snow depth after which avalanching is
possible depends primarily on roughness of terrain, but as a general rule there should be enough

snow to cover boulders, stumps, bushes and small trees. A second factor influencing minimum snow

depth is strength characteristics of the snow, which are a function of climate. Along the
Pacifi c coast where terrai n is very rugged and c1 imate mil d, snow tends to pack into a dense,
strong cover. Under these conditions a snow depth of about 1.5 m is necessary before avalanching
occurs (Schae~er, 1973).
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Avalanching takes places when the weight of snow exceeds resistance due to friction

between the snow and some subsurface shear plane that may be rock or even old snow. The smoother

the slope, the easier it is for avalanches to form. Thus, vegetation plays an important role in

preventing avalanches, for once it is removed and the slope smoothed by other agerll::ies (including

man), aval anches can occur with greater ease. However, to prevent aval anches, a forest must be

at least dense enough to inhibit the movement and drifting of snow by wind (Schaerer, 1973). It

is not uncommon to have avalanches starting in areas covered with scattered large trees. The

forest offers only 1i mited protect ion aga i nst avalanches that ori g i nate on open slopes above

timberline, since large avalanches may easily break through timber.

Landu6 e. hnplic.a.:Uon6

Snow avalanching in the study-areas may be induced in several ways by the activities of

man. Clearing timber from large enough areas where slopes exceed 300 and snow pack is deep

enough, is in essence creating an ideal environment for avalanching. In other areas, cutting of

timber from il11l1ediately below the toe of present avalanche tracks may inevitably lengthen them

since it removes the buffer to snow movement offered by the forest.

GULLYING

Ve.6-<-iU.Uo n

Terrain units which have been modified by gullying are characterized by frequent,

steep-sided, narrow ravines that were eroded by downslope flowage of water concentrated in rills

(Fig. 43). Gullies may occur in rock and most unconsolidated materials excluding fluvial and

Figure 43. Gull ies showing sub-parallel pattern on east coastal slope of
Shields Bay. Narrow, indistinct furrows (broken white lines) in the forest
indicate the presence of gull ies under the closed tree cover. The slope is
also affected by accelerated debris-sliding and avalanching, some of which are
shown by arrows.
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organic sediments. The general distribution of gullied terrain units is shown in Figures 15, 16,
28 and 29.

Two kinds of gully patterns are found in the study-area:

1. Straight, narrow, subparallel ravines oriented downslope on
sloping terrain units underlain by rock, moraine and colluvium
(Figures 43 and 44).

2. Reticulate to dendritic ravines formed on the broad lacustrine
and marine terraces surrounding Naden Harbour.

In heavily forested sloping areas it is often difficult to discern the gull ies on
1:60,000 aerial photographs. Where forest canopy is closed the gullies may be identified as
narrow furrows (often of darker or lighter tone) running through the forest (Fig. 44). Along
gull ies where the canopy is not so dense, the bare channel bottom may actually show out through
the forest as a narrow light strip. On the very erodible, lacustrine sediments in the Naden
Harbour lowland, the gullies are deep and broad enough to be recognizable channels on the aerial
photos.

Figure 44. Gullied slope showing sub-parallel pattern (same slope as the right
hand part of Figure 39). Narrow indistinct furrows (broken white lines)
i nd icate the presence of gu 11 ies under the closed tree cover. The slope is
also affected by accelerated debris-sliding and avalanching, some of which are
shown by arrows.

Along anyone terrain unit, gullies may vary in size from small ravines to small
canyons (Fig. 45). They usually become larger and deeper downslope, shallowing rapidly near
valley bottom and often terminating in a small alluvial and/or colluvial fan. The most intensely
gullied terrain units are commonly associated with frequent debris-sliding and debris-
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Figure 45. Sub-parallel gully pattern developed on slope east of the Yakoun
River crossing (outside study-areas). Gull ies vary in size from canyons to
small, shallow gutters. All of the larger gullies are deeply entrenched into
the bedrock.

avalanching.

side produces

gully.

OJUgi.n

In these areas the processes are interdependent since erosion along gully bottom or

local steepening of slope which induces 1ands1iding and, in turn, widening of the

Gullies are normally more common, deeper and wider on terrain units underlain by

unconsolidated materials with high silt to clay content, such as moraine and lacustrine

sediments. Of these two, steep slopes mantled with moraine have the highest concentration of

gullies (Figs. 43 and 46). Gullies have invariably entrenched themselves through the moraine

into the underlying bedrock (Fig. 46), the latter helping to maintain the unusually steep sides

in many of the gullies (Fig. 45). Measurements made in the deepest parts of some gullies

indicate that it is not unusual to have many exceeding 20 m in depth and slopes of gully sides

between 25 0 and 35 0 or even locally exceeding this. The high rainfall promotes not only

frequent, rapid surface runoff of water but also weathering of the bedrock, thus not even exposed

rock escapes the gullying process. Erosion either exploits joints and fractures in the rock,

wi deni ng and deepeni ng them to form gull i es, or rill s of water rapi d1y erode thei r way through

the weathered mantle of rock to form numerous small ravines.

However, even under ext reme ra i nfa 11 and weatheri ng cond i t ions experi enced by the

study-areas some units supporting an erodible unconsolidated mantle are by virtue of their

topography far less prone to gullying than other areas. Steep, unidirectional sloping valley

sides are more likely to be gullied, since, apart from vegetation, there are no surface

impediments to overland flow of water (Fig. 44). On the other hand, valley sides that are

overa11 steeply sl opi ng but characteri zed by mi nor topographic i rregu1 arit i es, such as rock

controlled hummocks and terraces, are generally not gullied (Fig. 47).
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Figure 46. Gullies developed on a slope that is characterized by a mixture of
morainal veneers and blankets. Gullies have intrenched themselves through the
morai ne into bedrock. Accelerated debri s-s1i di ng (arrows) has resulted from
clear-cut logging and road building. Figures in left and right lower corners
provide scale. Location is the east coastal slope of Shields Bay.

Figure 47. Contrasting slopes in Hangover Creek. The right hand slope in the
foreground is a steep, smooth slope and is characterized by gull ies and slope
failures. The opposing left hand slope is steep but is also characterized by
other irregularities including benches and hummocks; this flank has only an
occasional slope failure and virtually no gullying.
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The presence of gullies in a terrain unit warns that the latter has a high potential
for erosion. Under natural conditions erosion along present gullies and the unaffected
intervening slope segments is held in check by vegetation cover. It reduces the effects of

raindrop impact, prevents rapid overland flow of water, binds the overburden with the root mass

and removes moisture from the soil. It is a well known fact that in areas of rapid runoff and/or
high rainfall, removal of vegetation alters the balance in favour of erosion, and gullies form

rapidly, or gullies already present are rejuvenated. Observations in the study-areas indicate

that clear-cutting, high lead log yarding and road building not only enhances the gullying
processes but also promotes widespread debris-avalanching and debris-sliding (Figs. 43 and 46).

Gullied units are also formidable areas to cross during road building and difficult to
maintain once spanned. Frequent culverts and even bridges may be required to traverse the units
with roads. The increased runoff which results from clear-cutting increases the vol ume of water

to be accommodated by the gullies. As a consequence, forest debris and eroded sediment are swept

down the channels, often to be dammed up behi nd road cul verts. Water fl oods across the road

producing severe erosion of the road bed, or the road bed becomes saturated and highly unstable.
If, in the later case, these conditions are reached on a steep slope, then subsequent collapse of

the road bed may trigger a debris-avalanche downslope from the road. However, with added care,

gullies can be crossed with minimal disturbance assuming sound road construction practices
including endhauling are ensured.



CHAPTER 6

SOME IMPLICATIONS TO LANDUSE AND RESOURCE PLANNING

It is not our intent in this section to propose a method for predicting slope stability

problems nor to list preventative measures for sites where slope instability does occur or is a

probab1e ha za rd. Attempt s at these are numerous in the 1iterature and are well sunrna ri zed in

Swanston (1969, 1974) and Bailey (1971). Although, from our work it is possible to anticipate in

a general sense the response of slope materials to human interference, it is not possible to

predict the response of a specific slope without detailed measurements. The latter becomes the

subject of a site specific investigation which will involve more sophisticated analyses of the

engineering properties of the materials.

However, it is possible to map out areas where the presence of active geomorphic

processes indicates that the terrain units represent a hazard to landuse activities. In other

areas, evidence of formerly active geomorphic processes is a warning that the units will be

sensitive to human alteration. But it is not only these areas that represent hazards to

landuse. In steep topography, the overburden is in many places in a precarious balance with its

physical environment and any change in the latter produces a state of instabil ity in what may

appear to be naturally stable areas.

THE USE OF TERRAIN MAPS

Three kinds of terrain hazards, including landslides, snow avalanches and gullies, are

shown in Figures 28 and 29 and shown in the terrain units in Figures 15 and 16. The locations of

specific kinds of landslides, including rock-slides, debris-avalanches and debris-slides are

shown in Figure 11a and lIb. Maximum advantage would be gained in landuse planning if the hazard

maps were used in conjunction with the information shown in Figures 11a, lIb, 15 and 16.

Different levels of terrain sensitivity or hazard are not proposed for the study-areas,

although degrees of hazard may be inferred in a general sense from Figures 28 and 29. Terrain

units characteri zed by two modifyi ng processes are more hazardous to 1anduse than those areas

where only one process is present and so on. Intensities of some geomorphic activities can also

be inferred from Figures lla and lIb by noting the frequency of the activity in a particular

area. These symbol s should not be used indiscriminately since, as the writers pointed out in an

earl ier section of this report, it has not been possible to map all occurrences of slope

failures, whereas many others have occurred since the aerial photographs were taken.

CONCLUS IONS

In the study-areas and undoubtedly in other steepland areas in the Queen Charlottes,

many phys i ca1 factors combi ne to produce an ext remely active geomorphi c envi ronment. In the

preceding sections three geomorphic processes were identified as the principal hazards to be

considered in landuse and resource planning here. These hazards and the acceleration of the

processes by human activity are of particular concern to land utilization in two important ways.

They alter the aquatic environment by adding sediment and debris to the streams and thus affect

fish populations, and they are of additional significance since they may reduce forest

productivity and cause considerable damage to logging facilities and possible loss of life.
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Unusually large amounts of sediment may be introduced into streams by anyone, or any

combination, of the processes discussed in the preceding sections. Landslides and

snow-avalanches indirectly produce additional sediment by diverting channel direction and causing

erosion of valley-sides. Little research has been done on the amount of sediment reaching

streams as a result of these processes. However, those measurements whi ch have been made

indicate that the volume may be substantial. For example, soil creep and landslides contribute

approximately 70% of the sediment reaching major streams in the unstable Coast Ranges of northern

California (Kojan, 1967). Thus, any alteration of such geomorphica11y active environments due to

land use activities will drastically increase this ratio. Fredriksen (1963) found that during

1961, landslides promoted by road building produced average sediment concentrations of

approximately sixteen times that of pre-road construction bed10ads in an experimental watershed

of the Cascade Range, Oregon.

It is well documented that forests play an important role in stabilizing slopes and

that clear-cutting promotes erosion and 1ands1iding (Swanston, 1969, 1970, 1974; Gray, 1973).

Observations in the study-areas reveal that this is a1 so true of western Graham Island and

undoubtedly for all steep1ands in the Queen Charlottes.

As a result of the combination of physical factors, including extremes of rainfall

intensity, high winds, duration and average yearly totals, rapid weathering, steep slopes, high

seismic activity and geological character, large tracts of the islands are naturally extremely

unstable and/or geomorphically active. The alternatives for 1and management in these areas are

to accept the consequences of disturbance, or undertake massive stabilization controls for roads

and structures, or modify silvicultura1 systems or to avoid the areas. Until sufficient studies

can be made of these areas the 1atter alternat i ve is probably the roost pract i ca1 pol icy at the

present.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

angle of internal friction The maximum slope angle at which the ratio between the driving
forces due to gravity in a mass of regolith equals resisting forces
due to friction between the particles and any surface beneath the
mass. Simply, it is an indication of the shear strength of the mass

due to interlocking of individual clasts.

bed load

catenary valley

cirque

cl ast

corestone

cross-bedding

cryonival processes

cryoturbat ion

drumlin

earthquake intensity

earthquake magnitude

Soil, rock particles, or other debris rolled along the bottom of a

stream by the moving water as contrasted with the "silt load"

carried in suspension.

A valley sculptured by glacial erosion giving a U-shaped cross

profile with a typically flattened bottom i.e.~ •

A deep, steep walled, bowl shaped recess in a mountain caused by

glacial erosion.

An individual particle of detrital sediment or sedimentary rock

produced by the physical disintegration of a larger mass.

A "boulder of disintegration", a roughly spheroidal mass of fresh

rock left in the center of a joint block whose planes have been

weathered (see spheroidal weathering).

The arrangement of laminations of strata transverse or oblique to
the main planes of stratification of the strata concerned; inclined
often lenticular, beds between the main bedding planes. Found only
in granular sediments deposited by a flowing medium such as water or

wind.

A general term used to describe any frost and snow condition (or
environment) in which a specific assemblage of frost and snow

related processes operate.

The process concerned with frost heaving and related movements.
Commonly associated with solifluction and nivation.

A streamlined hill or ridge often composed of glacial till with long
axis paralleling the direction of flow of fonner glacier. Their

long profiles are typically asymmetrical with the steep side facing

up glacier; thus enabling the direction of ice movement to be
determined.

The detailed effects of an earthquake as defined by the Mercalli

Scale (see Appendix).

The amount of energy rel eased at the focus of an earthquake as
defined by the Richter Scale (see Appendix).



eustasy

fissility

flutings

fl uv i og1ac i a1

geomorphology

glacial dropstones

Holocene

horn

ice stagnation

i nundat ion

isostatic rebound

lithology

littoral deposits

marine transgression

meltwater channel
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World wide simultaneous changes in sea level.

A property of splitting easily along closely spaced parallel planes.

Smooth gutter 1i ke channels or deep smooth furrows worn in the
surface of rocks or till by glacial action. Normally parallel to
the direction of ice flow.

Pertaining to streams flowing from glaciers or to the deposits made
by such streams. Includes such landforms as eskers, kames and

outwash. The term is synonymous with "glaciofluvial".

That branch of both physiography and geology which deal s with the

form of the earth, the general configuration of its surface and the
changes that take place in the evolution of landforms.

Clasts deposited in glacio marine or glaciolacustrine sediments

either dropped directly from a glacier or deposited from the melting
of an iceberg.

The Postglacial or Recent epoch usually used to cover the period of

the last 10 to 12,000 years of geologic time (see Quaternary).

A high pyramidal peak with steep sides formed by the intersecting

walls of three or more cirques. Eroded by cirque glaciers during

the Pleistocene.

The state of a glacier in which it is no longer active, the amount
of ice accumul at i on is either equal to or less than the amount of

ablation or melting. COllll1only the stage at which fluvioglacial
deposits form or meltwater channels are eroded.

Covered by water or under water, in the study-areas as a result of a

rise in sea level at the end of the Pleistocene.

The rebound of the earth's crust to its former position after it had
been depressed by a load of ice during the Pleistocene.

The physical character of a rock, generally as determined by visual
inspection or with the aid of a low power magnifier.

Deposits of material belonging to or inhabiting the area between
high and low water lines. Generally shoreline deposits.

Gradua1 ri se of sea 1eve1 resu lt i ng in the progress i ve submergence

of land (see inundation).

Channel s scoured in the earth 's surface by water i ssui ng from the
melting of glacier ice.
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Frost action and mass wasting beneath and around a

forming circular, transverse or longitudinal hollows.

associated with solifluction and cryoturbation
alpine/subalpine zone.

snow bank,

Commonly

in the

nunatak

palaeosol

Pleistocene

pluton

Quaternary

radiocarbon dating

rectangular drainage

pattern

regol ith

relict

rhyolitic ash flow tuff

ltO c.he. rno u-tonnee.

A hill or peak which was formerly surrounded but not overridden by

gl acial ice during the Pleistocene.

A buried soil. A fossil soil preserved by the deposition of

sediments over its original surface.

The earlier of the two epochs comprising the Quaternary Period; the

1ater epoch is known as the Holocene. The Pleistoc.ene embraces
approximately the last 2-3 mill ion years and is characteri zed by

recurrent glaciation in areas of high latitudes and high altitudes.

A body of igneous rock that formed beneath the surface of the earth

by consolidation from magma.

The younger of the two geolog i ca1 peri ods comprl s1ng the Cenozoi c
Era; the older period is known as the Tertiary. The Quaternary

includes the Pleistocene and Holocene Epochs.

The determination of the age of a material (containing carbon e.g.
wood, shells) by measuring the proportion of the isotope 14C

(radiocarbon) in the carbon it contains. The method is suitable for
the determination of ages up to a maximum of about 50,000 years.

Age usually expressed in years B.P. (before present).

A dra i nage pattern characteri zed by ri ght ang 1ed bendsin bot h the
main stream and its tributaries, usually resulting from erosion

along joints in pluntonic or flat-lying bedded rocks.

The mantle of loose, incoherent rock material overlying the bedrock.

A fossil landform formed under different environmental conditions
from present, e.g. a sand-dune now covered by forest could be
referred to as a relict sand-dune.

Consolidated volcanic ash rich in fine grained silica particles,
usually characterized by a predominance of particles less than 4 mm

in diameter. May weather to form bentonite, an assemblage of clay
minerals rich in montmorillonite which has great ability to absorb
water and swell.

A glacially abraded bedrock mass with an asymmetrical profile
characterized by a long, sloping smooth slope (stoss) and a steep,
irregular opposite slope (lee). Determination of direction of ice
movement is possible since the lee is always on the down valley side

of the glacier.
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shear strength

shear plane

soi 1 creep
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The likelihood of an area being subject to earthquakes.

Internal resistance offered against a stress (shear stress) tending

to cause two adjacent parts of a mass to sl ide past one another
parallel to the same plane of contact.

A plane (such as a joint) along which sliding occurs when shear

stress exceeds shear strength (see previous definition).

Slow movement of regolith or weathered rock mantle downslope,
usually under the influence of gravity.

sol ifluction Process of slow flowage of water-saturated rock debris and
incorporated organic material usually over an impervious 1ayer such
as ground ice or bedrock. Solifluction is most common in the

alpine/subalpine zone.

spheroidal weathering Subsurface weathering of blocks of bedrock (joint blocks) to form

essentially rounded rock masses (corestones).

strandline A shoreline or beach.

striae Glacial striae are usually straight, more or less regular scratches
formed on smoothed rock surfaces by the action of rock debris at the
base of a glacier being forced across and scratching the rock

surface.

stratigraphy The branch of geology which deals with the formation, composition,

sequence and correlation of bedded rocks and other geological

materials.

structural terrace A terrace or bench underl ai n by a 1ayer of rock more res i stant to
weathering and erosion than the overlying bed. A series of terraces
may result from alternating hori zontal beds where a number of "hard"
and "soft" beds have been eroded.

tectoni sm The instabil ity of the earth I s crust in whi ch earth movements may

form faults and folds, or land may be raised, tilted or depressed.

trell ised drainage pattern Sometimes -referred to as grapevine drainage in which there is a
dominant direction with a subsidiary direction of drainage at right
angles to it linking up the main streams. The pattern forms best in
tilted or folded alternating hard and soft bedded rocks.

vadose water Subsurface water above the zone of saturation, and in whi ch ai r is
present. The zone in which maximum weathering occurs.

wave-cut bench A terrace formed by the erosi ve act i on of waves along a shorel i ne;
backed by a cliff.
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weathering front
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A group of physical, chemical and biological processes whereby rocks

on exposure to the weather change in character, decay and finally
form the soil.

A sharp boundary separating the weathered zone above from the
unweathered material below.



APPENDIX 1

SCALE OF EARTHQUAKE INTENSITIES WITH APPROXIMATELY

CORRESPONDING MAGNITUDES

(Modified after Holmes, 1965)

Intensity
(Mercalli)

II

Characteristic effects

Instrumental: detected only by seismographs

Feeble: noticed only by sensitive people

Magnitude (Richter)
corresponding to

highest intensity reached

3.5

• to

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VI I I

IX

X

Slight: like the vibrations due to a passing truck;
felt by people at rest, especially on upper floors

Moderate: felt by people while walking; rocking of

loose objects, including standing vehicles

Rather strong: felt generally; most sleepers are
wakened and bells ring

Strong: trees sway and all suspended objects swing;
damage by overturning and falling of loose objects

Very strong: general alarm; walls crack; plaster falls

Destructive: car drivers seriously disturbed; masonry

fissured; chimneys fall; poorly constructed buildings

damaged

Rui nous: some houses coll apse where ground beg i ns to
crack, and pipes break open

Disastrous: ground cracks badly; many buildings
destroyed and railway lines bent; landslides on steep

slopes

4.2

4.3
to

4.8

4.9 - 5.4

5.5 - 6.1

6.2

to

6.9

7 - 7.3

XI Very Disastrous:
dest royed; all
out of act ion;

few buildings remain standing; bridges

services (railways, pipes and cables)
great landslides and floods

7.4 - 8.1

Xll Catastrophic: total destruction; objects thrown into air;
ground rises and falls in waves

>8.1 (maximum
known, 8.9)
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On-site map symbols are used to describe features or processes in the
terrain which express either a limited (by scale) areal function or are
simply point observations. These may be linear features such as glacial
meltwater channels or debris-avalanches, site specific information such
as a fossil locality, or to add to the details of the Quaternary geo
logical history such as cirques or abandoned shorelines.

The size of the symbol may vary according to the type of information
they depict. For example, those symbols such as failures or cirques
which connote an areal extent will vary in size, whereas those which are
point observations, such as fossil locality, are of a standard size.
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Major glacial meltwater channel with
direction of flow shown

On-site map symbols are used to des be features or processes in
terrain which express a limited (by scale) function or are
simply poi observationso These may be linear features such as
meltwater channels or debris-avalanches, si specific information such
as a fossil ocality, or add to the details of the Quaternary geo-
logical history such as cirques or abandoned shorelines.

The size of the symbol may vary according to the type of information
they depict For example, those symbols such as failures or cirques
which connote an areal extent will vary in size, whereas those which are
point observations, such as fossil locality, are of a standard sizeo
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3. Vebw-.6ude.o
Includes all cases of rapid downslope movement of weathered and/or
incoherent regolith where movement is by sliding or rolling. Movement
is slower than in debris-avalanches as the slides do not p~ssess as high
a water content as in the debris-avalanches. They are prevalent on Masset
Formation rocks. The slides are commonly developed in thin colluvial
veneers and may be of higher frequency on locally steepened till blanketed
slopes such as in gullied morainal units.
THEY MAY BE OF VARIABLE MAGNITUVE ANV MAY BE CONTROLLEV TO SOME EXTENT BY
ENGINEERING OR LANV MANAGEMENT PRACTICES.

V GULLYING
Modification of the surface by fluvial erosion often resulting in the development
of parallel and subparallel, steep sided and narrow ravines in both bedrock and
unconsolidated materials. Two types of gully patterns are found in the area:
1. Straight, narrow subparallel ravines oriented downslope on sloping units

underlain by rock, moraine and colluvium.

2. Recticulate to dendritic ravines formed in broad lacustrine and marine
terraces.

A AVALANCHING
Slopes modified by frequent snow avalanche activity. Avalanches are rapid
down slope movement of snow, ice and other incorporated debris. They are
commonly associated with colluvial veneered and steep rock terrain units and
often occur in conjunction with slope failures and gullying.
THEY VARY IN MAGNITUVE, ANV CAN BE CONTROLLEV TO A MINOR EXTENT BY ENGHJEERIMG
ANV LANV MANAGEMENT PRACTICES.

F- FAILING
Modification of the surface by the formation of tension fractures or by large
unconsolidated or bedrock masses moving downslope. Includes three major
types of landslides:
1. Roc..!U>ude.o

Generally rapid downslope movement of rock as an incoherent mass, or a
slow downslope movement of an unbroken bedrock mass in whi ch the joi nt
blocks do not disintegrate. Rock slides are mainly developed on Masset
Formation rocks with the exception of the largest formed on the granitic
rocks of Pivot Mountain.
THE EVENT IS MOST LIKELY TO BE A CATASTROPHIC EVENT ANV OF LARGE ENOUGH
MAGNITUVE THAT THEY CANNOT BE CONTROLLEV BY ENGINEERING OR LANV MANAGE
MENT PRACTICES.

2. Vebw-ava.£anc..he.o
A rapid downslope movement of surficial materials, weathered rock and
plant debris. The initial movement is largely by sliding although debris
is commonly transformed into a rapidly moving flow resulting from the
incorporation of water as it moves downslope. They are distributed
throughout the study area but occur mainly on Masset and Yakoun Formation
rocks. They form most commonly on colluvial veneered, steep sloping bed
rock on the upper parts of valley sides; and to a lesser extent on weathered
till on slopes steeper than 350 on the middle or lower segments of slopes.
THE EVENT MAY BE OF VARIABLE MAGNITUVE ANV MAY BE CONTROLLEV TO SOME
EXTENT BY ENGINEERING ANV LANV MANAGEMENT PRACTICES.

Gullies may vary in size from small ravines to small canyons. Gullies are
normally more frequent. deeper and wider on terrain units underlain by uncon
solidated materials with high silt to clay content. such as moraine and
lacustrine sediments. Steep slopes mantled with moraine have the highest
concentration of gullies. Steep unidirectional sloping valley sides are more
likely to be gullied than valley sides that are overall steeply sloping but
characterized by minor topographic irregularities such as hummocks and terraces.
Slope classes - These are classes attached to the gullying symbol and provide
information on the dip of the side slope of the gullies. Classes are sub
divided into:
1. up to 20

2. 2 to 5
3. 6 to 16
4. 16 to 25
5. 26 to 35
6. greater than 350

Slope classes are placed after the gullying symbol and are only applied where
on-site observation was possible. E.g. V5 - a gullied unit with side slopes
varying between 26 and 350 •
THE PRESENCE OF GULLIES IN A TERRAIN UNIT WARNS THAT THE LATTER HAS A HIGH
POTENTIAL FOR EROSION. MORE INTENSELY GULL lEV TERRAIN UNITS ARE COMMONLY
ASSOCIATEV WITH FREQUENT VEBRIS-SLIVING ANV VEBRIS-AVALANCHING. ENGINEERING
ANV LANV MANAGEMENT PRACTICES MAY TO SOME EXTENT LIMIT THE FORMATION ANV
REJUVENATION OF GULLIES.

Map symbol and description

u

~------- slope class

An actively failing and gullied terrain unit with gully side slopes varying
between 16 and 250 •
THE UNIT REPRESENTS AN AREA OF EXTREME SENSITIVITY ANV HAZARV ANV GREAT CARE
SHOULV BE TAKEN IN THE MAKING OF ENGINEERING ANV LANV MANAGEMENT VECISIONS.

These are terms which describe those geological processes that have or
are currently modifying genetic materials and their sur~a~e expressio~. ,
They aLoo deuYlea:te Meal.> :tha:t Me eYlv,uwnmen..:taLe.y .6eVL6A..;t{.ve. ,A ,c..~mb,{,na;Uon
06 :two otL molle pIlOc..e.o.6 .6ymbo-u deunea:te Meal.> 06 ex:t!leme .6eYL.6A..;t{.vay OIL
hazMd.
The assumed status for all process is active.

There is no significance attached to the order in which the symbols
appear on the map, E.g.: modifying process
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Recticulate to dendritic ravines formed in broad lacustrine and marine
terraces.

G
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3. Debw-.6Ude.6
Includes all cases of rapid downslope movement of weathered and/or
incoherent regolith where movement is by sliding or rolling. Movement
is slower than in debris-avalaQches as the slides do not possess as high
a water content as in the debris-avalanches. They are prevalent on r1asset
Formation rocks. The slides are commonly developed in thin colluvial
veneers and may be of higher frequency on locally steepened till blanketed
slopes such as in gullied morainal units.
THEY MAY BE OF VARIABLE MAGNITUDE AND MAY BE CONTROLLED TO SOME EXTENT BY
ENGINEERING OR LAND MANAGEMEfJT PRACTICES.

A - AVALANCHING
Slopes modified by frequent snow avalanche activity. Avalanches are rapid
down slope movement of snow, ice and other incorporated debris. "!"hey ~re

commonly associated with colluvial veneered and steep rock terraln unlts and
often occur in conjunction with slope failures and gullying.
TIfEY VARY IN MAGNITUDE, AND CAN BE CONTROLLED TO A MINOR EXTENT BY ENGINEERING
AND LAND MANAGEMENT PRACTICES.

F- FAILING
Modification of the surface by the formation of tension fractures or by large
unconsolidated or bedrock masses moving downslope. Includes three major
types of landslides:
1. Roc-fv.,Ude.6

Generally rapid downslope movement of rock as an incoherent mass, or a
slow dovmslope movement of an unbroken bedrock mass in which the joint
blocks do not disintegrate. Rock slides are mainly developed on Masset
Formation rocks with the exception of the largest formed on the granitic
rocks of Pivot Mountain.
THE EVENT IS MOST LIKELY TO BE A CATASTROPHIC EVENT AND OF LARGE ENOUGH
MAGNITUDE THAT THEY CANNOT BE CONTROLLED BY ENGINEERING OR LAND MANAGE
MENT PRACTICES.

V - GULLYING
Modification of the surface by fluvial erosion often resulting in the development
of parallel and subparallel, steep sided and narrow ravines in both bedrock and
unconsolidated materials. Two types of gully patterns are found in the area:
1. Straight, narrow subparallel ravines oriented downslope on sloping units

underlain by rock, moraine and colluvium.

Map symbol and description

2. Debw-avatanc-heI.J
A rapid downslope movement of surficial materials, weathered rock and
plant debris. The initial movement is largely by sliding although debris
is commonly transformed into a rapidly moving flow resulting from the
incorporation of water as it moves downslope. They are distributed
throughout the study area but occur mainly on Masset and Yakoun Formation
rocks. They form most commonly on colluvial veneered, steep sloping bed
rock on the upper parts of valley sides; and to a lesser extent on weathered
till on slopes steeper than 350 on the middle or lower segments of slopes.
THE EVENT MAY BE OF VARIABLE MAGNITUDE AND MAY BE CONTROLLED TO SOME
EXTENT BY ENGINEERING AND LAND MANAGEMENT PRACTICES.

EXPLANATORY NOTES

These are terms which describe those geological processes that have or
are currently modifying genetic materials and their sur~a~e expressio~. ,
They a£,oo deUnecde afLeM :ttUJ.:t Me enV.<.JLOlWlen,taLty l.Jel'L6-LUve. ,A ,c-~mb,tnatiOI1
a tl two OIL mOlLe pILO c-eI.J 6 .6 ymboL6 deUl1ecde afLeM a tl ex..ttLeme .6 eMLtA.-vily OIL
haZafLd.
The assumed status for all process is active.

There is no significance attached to the order in which the symbols
appear on the map, E.g.: modifying process
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t slope class

An actively failing and gullied terrain unit with gully side slopes varying
between 16 and 250 •
THE UNIT REPRESEfJTS AN AREA OF EXTREME SENSITIVITY AND HAZARD AND GREAT CARE
SHOULD BE TAKEN IN THE MAKING OF ENGINEERING AND LAND MANAGEMENT DECISIONS.

Processes

Gullies may vary in size from small ravines to small canyons. Gullies are
normally more frequent, deeper and wider on terrain units underlain by uncon
solidated materials with high silt to clay content, such as moraine and
lacustrine sediments. Steep slopes mantled with moraine have the highest
concentration of gullies. Steep unidirectional sloping valley sides are more
likely to be gullied than valley sides that are overall steeply sloping but
characterized by minor topographic irregularities such as hummocks and terraces.
Slope classes - These are classes attached to the gullying symbol and provide
information on the dip of the side slope of the gullies. Classes are sub
divided into:
1. UP to 20

2. 2 to 5
3. 6 to 16
4. 16 to 25
5. 26 to 35
6. greater than 350

Slope Classes are Placed after the gUllYing symbOl and are onlY apPlied Where
on_Site Observation was POSSible. E.g. V5 - a gUllied unit With Side Slopes
varYing between 26 and 350 •

THE PRESENCE OF GULLIES IN A TERRAIN UNIT WARNS THAT THE LATTER HAS A HIGH
POTENTIAL FOR EROSION, MORE INTENSELY GULLIED TERRAIN UNITS ARE COMMONLY
ASSOCIATED WITH FREQUENT DEBRIS_SLIDING AND DEBRIS_AVALANCHING. ENGINEERING
AIJD LAND MANAGEMENT PRACTICES MAY TO SOME EXTENT LIMIT THE FORMATION AND
REJUVENATION OF GULLIES.
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